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Preface

This workbook has been prepared for participants in the seminar, "Economic

Evaluation of Building Design, Construction, Operation and Maintenance." It '

has two main functions: (1) to provide basic resource materials, references,

and introductions to methods employed in the seminar and (2) to provide

instructional problems for solution by the participants.

Specifically, it contains brief discussions of key elements in performing

economic evaluations: discounting, escalation, establishing a study period,

project selection techniques, ane, treatment of uncertainty; explanations of

supporting analysis techniques: break-even analysis and replacement theory;

and problems, worksheets, and solutions. Cross references are given to related

sections of a reference manual (NBS Handbook 135) and to case studies which

illustrate the topics.

The objectives of the seminar are to provide participants with a working

knowledge of economic evaluation procedures for making building decisions, and

to improve their decision-making abilities related to cost management and to

this design and selection of buildings and building systems.

The seminar has been developed for building design engineers and architects,

project planning and programming staff, managers of building programs,

procurement officers and contract coordinators, building construction

estimators, and building analysts.
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I.

A

Sample
Seminar Agenda

Day 1

8:45 Preliminaries

9:00 Introduction to the Seminar (Section 1)*

9:30 Fundamentals of Benefita.Cost and LCC Analysis (Section 2)

10:15 Break

10:30 Class Problems in Discounting (Section 11)
4

11:00 LCC, NB, NS, BCR, SIR, IRR, and PE Analysis

12:00 Lunch

1:15 Pipe Insulation Retrofit Problem (Section 5)

2:15 Break

2:30 Programmable Time Clock Problem (Sections 10 and 11)

3:30 Review and Discussion

4:15 Adjournment

* References in parentheses are to sections of the workbook.

9
vi

41

%IP

f
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' Day 2

8:45 Review of 1st Day Material - Questions and Answers

9:15 Determining Project Priority

9:45 Water Conservation Problem (Sections 10 and 12)

10:30 Break

10:45 Project Design, Sizing, and Selection

11:15 Treatment of Cost Escalation

12:00 Lunch

1:00 Team Problem - Planning an Energy Conservation Package (Sections 10
anJ 12)

2:15 Sensitivity and Probability Analysis (Sections 6 and 7)

i:30 Break

2:45 Problem in Sensitivity Analysis .(Section 13)

3:00 Problem in Probability Analysis (Section 13)

3:30 Choosing a Study Period (Section 4)

3:45 Adjournment

10
vii



C.

4.

* /

.4
8:45 Review of 1st and 2nd Day'Material - Questions and Answers

9:15 Break-Even ligalysis (Section 8)

10:00 Team Problem - Break-Even Analysis in Support of a Labor/Machine
Decision for Procurement (Section 14)

A

10:30 Break

10:45 Computer Room Waste Heat Recovery Problem (Sections 10 and 12)

12:00 Lunch

1:15 Replacement, Retirement, and Obsolescence (Section 9)

1:45 Team Problem - c.Determining Optimal Retiremeht of Equipment

(Section 14)

2:15 Break
IP

2:30 Team Critique of an Economic Evaluation Report (Section 15)

3:20 Group Discussion of Economic Evaluation for Building Decisions

3:45 Adjournment

11



40, Section 1

References

This section contains the following selected GSA and 0MB documents

pertaining to the economic evaluation of buildings and building systems:

(1) "Tech Aid
%
on Life Cycle Costing" -- Appendix 1-A of the GSA

Design Handbook, which summarizes guidelines; for construction-

related economic decisions,
.1

(2) 0MB Circular No. A-94 revised, which pertains to discount rates to

be used in evaluating time-distributed costs and benefits, and

(3) OMB Circular No. A:104, which pertains. to comparative cost analysi

for decisions to lease or purchase meral purpose real property.

An additional document which is used extensively in.this seminar is

Life -Cycle Coat Manual for the FederalEnergyManagemlnt Program,NBS Handbook

135 (Rev.). It is provided separately from the Workbook.

Relationship among referencesrdocuments: Handbook, 135' amplifies the

methodology and procedures for life-cycle cost analysis of energy conservation

projects established ip Subpart "A of Part 436 of Title 10 of thi Code of

Federal Regulations, entitled "Federal Energy Management and Planning

Programs." This methodology was developed to be consistent with the

guidelines on discounting in 0MB Circular A-94, revised. However, an

exception to Circular A-94's requirement for a 10 percent discount rate was

provided by Section 405 of the Energy Security Act; the Act established a 7

percent discount rate for energy conservation projects. The GSA Tech Aid on

Life-Cycle Costing, compiled for GSA staff and contractors is in turn

consistent with Handbook 135.
0



OMB Circular A -104 presents the method of evaluating lease-buy decisions for

acquisition of general purpose real property valued at $500,000 or more, and

4111`

hence, concerns the method of securing the property in question, rather than

the issue of whether or not having the property will be cat effective. This

document is provided for the convenience of the user, because the decisions

concerning project coot effectiveness and cost-effective acquisition of

property generally go hand-in-hand.



subject LIFE CYCLE COSTING

Mk.

1. FORMULAE

Unless otherwise directed in contract documents, construction related

economic decisions shall employ a present value life cycle cost analysis

in accord with the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, ?art 436-A. In

addition, and in summary, the following formulae and considerations shall

apply. Formulae Notation:

PV = Present Value
FV = Future Real Value
TV = Today's Value
e = real growth escalation rate (the differential escalation rate which

exists after removing the influence of general inflation. See 2.4 of

this Appendix)

n = number of years to occurrence or the analysis period, as appropriate

d .1 real discount rate

1.1 Sunk Costs (those already spent or irrevocably committed) shall be

ignored in LCC calculations. Such costs include:

. Study costs

.
Construction work already started or completed

. Design costs where the expense is obligated by contract regardless

of design solution.

1.2 Implementation (First) Costs shall be of estimated "today's value"

and as such are by their nature in present value. See paragraph 2.3

of this Appendix. Such costs may include:

. Site acquisition

. Site survey/testing

. Design related fees

. Moving/relocation
. Demolition of existing t.,ess salvage)

. Corrective Repair and Alteration to existing work

Construction (with contingencies)

. Construction supervision
Ch6.2:4

1.3 Non-recurring future costs will usually involve such needs as:

. Major replacement

. Non-annual maintenance and repair

.
Implementation costs for major alterations to existing work

including those cost elements described above for 1.2.



1.3.1 The present value of such costs can be treated by escalating a
known "today's value" to Its future value using a real growth
escalation rate, then dis:ounting that future value to a
present value.

. Escalate the known today's value to the future value in
constant dollars _ Fu = TV (1+e)n, then discount that
future value back to the present value. PV = FV/(1+d)n.
The term (1/1+d)n is known as the Single Present Worth
(SPW) factor and is tabulated on page 114 of the referenced
LCC Manual.

1.3.2 Or the combined procedure is represented by the equation
PV = TV (1+e/l+d)n. Note: If e = o, then PV = TV(1/1+d)n

1.4 Uniform Annually Recurring Constant Dollar Costs may involve such
costs as:

. Service contracts with ankinflation adjustment clause

. Preventive maintenance

. Scheduled minor replacements

. Annually recurring costs which increase in price at the same rate
as general inflation.

1.4.1 These can be converted to present value by the Uniform Present
Worth (UPW) formula:

PV = TV (UPW), Where UPW = (1+d)n

d (1+d)n

The Uniform Present Worth (UPW) factor is tabulated on page
115 of the referenced LCC Manual.

1.4.2 This assumes that the cost of an activity will escalate with
inflation and hence has a zero real growth rate.

1.5 Annually recurring costs which escalate in real value are usually
associated with such costing elements as:

. Service/maintenance which involves increasing amounts of work
and/or an escalation in cost different from general inflation.

. Fuel (utility) costs (see paragraph 1.6).

. Certain types of frequent replacement which escalate at a different
rate than general inflation.



1.5,1 The Present Value relationship of such costs can be calculated

by using the following modified version of the UPW formula

(UPW*) which allows for cost escalation:

PV m TV (UPW*),

Where if e d, UPW* n

if e A d, and e is constant over n, then

upw* ((1+e)/(1+d))n 1

1 (1+d)/(1+e)

or
n+e r 1+11
Ld-e J L

.1
k1+d J

NOTE: The 1980 ASHRAE Systems Handbook representation of this

equation is incorrect (p. 45.4) and so noted in its errata.

1.6 Recurring fuel cost can be represented in pregent value by employing

a modified Uniform Present Worth (UFW*) factor that takes into

account multiple escalation rates. The UPW* factors are found in the

CFR, Title 10, Part 436-A, shown tabularly in Tables B-1 thru 11 by

Region, Billing Sector (e.g., commercial), Fuel Type, and analysis

period. The formula to be applied is as follows:

PV r. TV (UPW*)

1.6.1 Generally, the Today's Value (TV) of fuel costs should be

calculated as the annual quantity of fuel times the actual

local fuel pricing charged by the impacted utility at the

beginning of the study period.

1.6.2 Electric demand charges should be assumed to escalate at the

same rate as shown in Tables B-1 thru 11 for electricity con-

sumption unless actual escalation rates for demand are

provided by the local utility.

2. PROCEDURES AND APPROACH

2.1 When defining alternates for life cycle costing, an acceptable level

of overall building service must be maintained for the analysis

period. Costs which are common to all options may be ignored.

2.2 All design alternates shall be compared against a baseline reference

option.



2.2.1 The baseline must represent all costs and actions necessary to
support the impacted service functions over the entire analy
sis period for the lowest total installation cost of the
considered options.

2.2.2 Where the existing conditions will form part of the baseline,
there shall be those additional costs necessary to offer code
compliance to impacted services, and all associated work iden
tified in GSA Repair and Alteration Planning documents, and
all costs necessary to ensure reliable operation.

2.2.3 The baseline must represent a logical evolution of building
costs employing stateoftheart design options.

2.2.4 Generally, the building system designs and guidance contained
in this Design Management Handbook shall serve as input to the
baseline for performance and policy requirements.

2.3 Unless directed otherwise in contract documents, all first costs of
implementation shall be assumed to occur instantly, at the beginning
of the analysis period. See paragraph 2.8 of this appendix.

The Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Title 10, Part 436A, presently
speaks to a 10% adjustment to the initial investment for all energy
conservation projects. Hence, only 90% of the initial investment
costs are included in calculating the net benefit and the cost
indices mentioned in Section 3.1 of this Appendix. This reduction
allowance was provided in the LCC Rulemaking to compensate for exter
nal beneficial side effects associated with conservation measures;
socioeconomic, national security, etc. This factor shall be applied
to all concepts which have been developed specifically to conserve
energy (such as in energy studies).

However, the adjustment factor looses meaning when applied to new and
retrofit projects where the compared design alternates involve energy
usage but are not being pursued expressly to conserve energy. Here
the 10% adjustment serves only to benefit the concept which has the
highest dollar return, which may be more associated with nonenergy
cost avoidance such as repairs, maintenance, etc. Consequently, for
all new construction projects and for projects not specifically
developed to conserve energy, the 10% adjustment should be ignored,
allowing the total investment cost to be applied in the analysis.

2.4 All future cost projections shall be established by escalating a
known "today's value" with a real escalation rate; this will
represent that cost in "constant dollars." That constant dollar
future cost shall be discounted with a real discount rate to present
value: In this process of discounting, future costs are expressed in
"constant dollars."



When converting escalation projections which are actual cash flow

rates (also referred to as budgetary or nominal rates) to an escala

tion rate in real terms (without inflation), the following formula

applies:

1 + E\
E = e + I + eI, or (T-7.Y)
Where: E = budgetary escalation

e = real growth escalation
I = inflation rate

a

Hence, to convert a given budgetary projection of 15% to real terms,

allowing for say 10% inflation, the real growth escalation would be:,

e = ((1 + .15)/(1 + .10)) 1, for e = 0.0454 or 4.54%.

2.5 An exact accounting shall be 'nade for those alternate and baseline

investment and replacement costs directly associated with implementa

tion and continued building service. However, to simplify the

analysis, all recurring cost avoidance may be considered to be in

relationship to the initial differences thatexist between the alter

nate and the baseline: Hence, for simpliciti, an expected future

change in, say, a baseline's annual energy consumptior may be

ignored, allowing the consumption usage of the initial baseline

condition to be assumed over the entire analysis period. An exact

accounting of fluctuating recurring costs will be required only if'so

stated in contract documents.

2.6 *The analysis period shall be as required to fully represent all major

costs to the Government and as stated within the CFR, Title 10, Part

436A.

2.6.1 All mutually exclusive options shall' be considered over the

same analysis period.

2.6.2 Where possible, the analysis period should be the smallest

whole multiple of the service lives for the major systems

involved in the analysis. (Example: With Option A the

service life of 2 years is expected before replacement; with

Option B the life of 3 years is anticipated; the smallest

whole multiple of 6 would then be an appropriate analysis

period.) Life expectancies of r.ajor equipment can best be

obtained from manufacturers. Also, the ASHRAE Systems

Handbook, page 45.2, has equipment life listings which may be

appropriate.

2.6.3 Unless otherwise directed in design programming documents, the

analysis period shall in no case exceed 25 years.



2.7 For those instances where either the baseline or alternate have
service life beyond the analysis period, an allowance shall be pro-
vided for that associated residual service worth. This shall
involve: (1) identifying the residual constant dollar value at the
end of the analysis period, defined by the Intercept of a straight
line depreciation from the installed constant dollar cost to its end
of service salvage value, and (2) discounting that residual constant
dollar value to its present value.

2.8 Because of the design and construction process, the period between
the identification of a retrofit option and its implementation may
involve a lead time of several years. When comparing a retrofit
option which hes a multi-year lead time to a baseline case, the
following applies to the treatment of costs impacted by the lead time.

2.8.1 All costs that must be incurred during the lead time,
regardless of whether the retrofit option is adopoted, should
be deemed sunk and excluded from the analysis of both the
baseline case and the retrofit option.

2.8.2 All deferable lead time costs that are avoidable if the
retrofit option is adopted, should be included as a cost for
the baseline case but not for the retrofit option. To sim-
plify this analysis, the lead time can 4e compressed and the
avoidable costs for the baseline can be assumed to occur at
the start of the analysis period as with the investment cost
of the retrofit option: When doing so, however, all future
planned year projections of investment and replacement cost
occurrence must be adjusted to occur earlier in the analysis
by the length of the lead time period.

2.8.3 For mutually exclusive options where lead time results in
significant differences in cost advoidance, a more rigorous
analysis shall be provided which reflects the lead time. This
may require the discounting of investment and other costs to
take into account their lead time.

3. ANALYSIS PRESENTATION

3.1 Indices: Unless otherwise noted, the following relationships shall
be calculated for life cycle cost alternates.

3.1.1 For all life cvle cost analyses, calculate:

- Savings to Investment Ratio (SIR): The ratio of the
present value savings of an alternate to its increase in
present value implementation costs.

- Net Savings (NS): The difference in total life cycle cost
between the baseline and a concept alternate.



3.1.2 For energy conservation retrofit projects, also calculate:

- Energy Savings to Investment Ratio (ESIR): The ratio of

the annual source energy savings in 1,000 Btu's (MBTU) to

the initial investment costs in dollars.

- Energy Cost Savings Ratio (ECSR): The ratio of the present

value energy savings to the initial investment cost.

3.2 For each design option, the life cycle costing elements shall be

summarized in the format as shown on the attached data sheet.

3.3 Detailed calculation cost back-up sheets may consist of the forms

shown in the referenced LCC Manual or any other orderly format as

agreed-to by GSA Reviewing Officials.

3.4 Computer representation of costs shall be acceptable, only if provided

with a...manual example showing equivalency of calculation with one of

the computerized solutions.

4. INTERPRETATION

4.1 Due to possible margins of error, where comparative economic analysis

shows a difference less than 10 percent, the economic analysis may be

considered indeterminate at the discretion of GSA Reviewing Officials.

4.2 Life Cycle Cost analysis may be subject to overriding qualitative

considerations: e.g., occupancy impact, safety concerns, or problems

of reliability.

references

originator OFFICE OF DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

DESIGN MANAGEMENT DIVISION
DESIGN PROGRAMS BRANCH

fira111



Building Name:
Project Name:
Concept Title:

Building Number:
Project Number:

Analysis Data: Period = Years, Real Discount Rate 2

Energy Data: Saved Fuel Type , Source Amount = z
Unit Fuel Cost , DOE Region

COST ELEMENTS BASELINE ALTERNATE

%, Date: / /

MBTU/YR.
, Sector

DIFF RENCE

a. Construction Cost $ $
b. Contingencies (0.05 x a) $ $
c. Design Fee + Award Costs $ $
d. Construction Supervision $ $
e. Moving Costs $ $
f. Relocation Costs $ $
g',

h.

Initial Training Costs
Other First Costs

$

$

$

$

(1) SUBTOTAL (add above) $ *$ w. $

i. TV Energy Cost/Year $ $
j. PV All Energy Costs $ $ Y. $
k. TV Maintenance Cost/Year $ $
1. PV All Maintenance Costs $ $
m. TV Service Cost/Year $ $
n.

(2)

PV Service Costs

SUBTOTAL (j + 1 + n)

$ $

v. $$ *
.

o. TV Future Replacements $ $
p. PV All Future Replacements $ $
q. TV Salvage $ $
r. PV Salvage $ $
s. Depreciated Residual Worth $ $
t. PV Residual Worth $ $

(3) SUBTOTAL (p - r or t)

TOTAL LIFE CYCLE COST

$ $ x.

u.

$

$
(1)+(2)+(3)

Net Savings (NS) = u.

Savings to Investment Ratio (SIR) = v/(w + x)

* For Energy Conservation Projects, this value should be adjusted tc be 10%
less than estimated actual investment cost.

For Energy Conservation Projects:

Energy Savings to Investment Ratio = z/w =
Energy Cost Savings Ratio = y/w =

1-10

21
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON. O. C 20503

March 27, 1972 BEST COPY AVAILABLE CIRCULAR NO. A-94
Revised

TO THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISHMENTS

SUBJECT: Discount rates to be used in evaluating time-

distributed costs and benefits

1. Purpose. This Circular prescribes a standaid discount

rateicrEWused in evaluating the measurable costs and/or

benefits of programs or projects when they are distributed

over time.

2. Rescission. This Circular replaces and rescinds Office

of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular No. A-94 dated

June 26, 1969.

3. Scope.

a. This Circular applies to all agencies of the execu-

tive branch of the Federal Government except the U.S. Postal

Service. The discount rate prescribfd in this Circular

applies to the evaluation of GovernmEnt decisions concerning

the initiation, renewal or expansion of all programs or

projects, other than those specifically exempted below, for

which the adoption is expected to commit the Government to a

series of measurable costs extending over three or more

years or which result in a series of benefits that extend

three or more years beyond the inception date.

b. Specifically exempted from the scope of this Circular

are decisions concerning water resource projects (guidance

for which is the approved Water Resources Principles and

Standards), the' Government of the District of Columbia, and

non- federal recipients of Federal loans or grants.

c. The remaining exemptions derive from the secondary

nature_of the decisions involved; that is, how to acquire

assets or proceed with a program after an affirmative decision

to initiate, renew, or expand such a program using this

Circular. Thus:

(1) This Circular would not apply to the evaluation

of decisions concerning how to obtain the use of real prop-

erty, such as by lease or purchase.
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c. Expected annual effects means an objective, non-

monetary measure of program efrects expected for each of

the years a program or project is in operation. When

dollar value cannot be placed cn the eifects of comparable

programs or projects, an objective measure of effects may be

available and useful to enable the comparison of alternative

means of achievthg specified objectives on the basis of

their relative present value costs. These effects should

be estimated for each year of the planning period and are

not to be discounted.

d. Discount rate means the interest rate used in calcu-

lating the present value of expected yearly costs and bene-

fits.

e. Discount factor means the factor for any specif.ic

discount rate which translates expected cost or benefit in

any specific future year into its present value. The discount

factor is equal-to l /(l +r)t, where r is the discount rate

and t is the number of years since the date of initiation,

renewal or expansion of a program or project.

f. Present value cost means each year's expected

yearly cost multiplied by its discount factor and then

summed over all years of the planning period.

g. Present value benefit means each year's expected

yearly benefit multiplied by its discount factor and then

summed over all years of the planning period.

h. Present value net benefit means the difference

between present value benefit item E) and present value

cost (item f).

i. Benefit-cost ratio means present value benefit

(item E) divided by present value cost (item f).

Attachment A contains an example that illustrates calcula-

tion of the present value information.

5. Treatment of inflation. All estimates of the costs and

benefits for each year of the planning period should be made

in constant dollars; i.e., in terms of the general purchasing

powE70.ISe dollar at the time of decision. Estimates may

reflect changes in the relative prices of cost and/or benefit

components, where there is a reasonable basis for estimating.

such changes, but should not include any forecasted change

in the general price level during the planning period.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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6. "'-xsatment 2f unce--m---- Actual costs and benefits in
g...-e years are Iikelv to alooer from those axmer.te,' a-.

the time of decision. For those cases for which there is a
reasonable basis to estimate the variability of future costs
and benefits, the sensitiyity of proposed programs and
projects to this variability should be evaluated..

The expected annual costs and benefits (or eff.ects) should
be supplemented with estimates of minimum and maximum values.
Present value cost and benefits should be calculated for
each of .these estimates.. The probability that each of the
possible cost and benef'i't estimates may be realized should
also be discussed, even when there is no basis'for a precise
quantitative estimate. Uncertainty of the cost and benefit
(or effects) estimates should be treated explicitly, as
described above. The prescribed discount rate should be
used:to evaluate all alternatives. Specifically, the evalua-
tions should not use different discount rates to reflect the
relative uncertainty of the alternatives.

,
g. Discount rate Policy. The discount rates to be used for

.- . . . . ..%eve:.uati ns o: orograms and Prolects sub3ect to tne guidance. . .

cf this C,rcular are as follyws:

a. A rate of 10 percent; and, where relevant,

b. Any other rate prescribed by or pursuant to law,
Executive order, or other relevant Circulars.

The prescribed discount : =re of 10 percent represents an
e=timate c= the average rat= of return or. private Investment,
-=-- re taxes and a=t=- inflation.

Tc assist in calculation, Attachment B contains discount
for the discount rat= of 10.0 percent for each ^ir

the ve=-s f-om one to f'ftv.

- - gm, A. are .C S C r V. - - . V

addr=ssed to the Assistant Direct::-----___
'104...1C1vevweet VVV V eovr,ev041

Aztaohments
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ATTACHMENT A
Circular No. A-94

Revised

SAMPLE FORMAT FOR DISCOUNTING DEFERRED COSTS AND BENEFITS

Assume a ten-year program which will commit the Government to

the stream of expenditures appearing in column (2) of the

table below and which will result in a series of benefits

appearing in column (3). The discount factor for a 10 percent

discount rate is presented in column (4). Present value cost

for each of the ten years is calculated by multiplying column (2)

by column (4); presen. valde penefit for each of the ten years

is calculated by multiplying coluAn (3) by column (C. Present

value costs and benefits are presented in columns (51 and (6),

respectively.

Year since
initiation,
renewal or
expansion

Expected
yearly
cost

Expected
yearly
benefit

Discount
factor for
10 percent

(1) (2) 3) (4)

1 $10 $0 0.909
2 20 0 0.826

3 30 5 0.751
4 30 10 0.683

5 20 30 , 0.621
6 10 40 0.564
7 5 40 0.513
8 5 40 0.467

9 5 40 0.424

10 5 25 0.386

Present Present
value value
cost benefit

(Col., (2) x (Col. (3) x

Col. (4)) Col. (4) ]

(5) (6)

$9.1 $0.0
16.5 0.0
22.5 3.8

20.5 6.8

12:4 18.6
cd

5.6 22.6
2.6 20.5
2.3 18.7
2.1 17.0
1.9 9.7

TT575 $117.7

The sum of column (5) is present value cost: $95.5

The sum of column (6) is present value benefit: $117.7

Present value net benefit is the difference between present

value total benefit and present value total cost:
$117.7 - $95.5 = $22.2.

The benefit-cost ratio is 117.7/95.5 = 1.23.

NOTE: For more difficult discounting problems, a recommended

reference is Principles of Encineerinc Economy, by

Eugene L. Grant and W. G. Irsson, Rona Press Company,

1960.
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20503

June 14, 1972 CIRCULAR NO. A-104

TO THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISHMENTS

SUBJECT: Comparative cost analysis for decisions to lease
or purchase general purpose real property

1. Pur ose. This Circular prescetbes the economic basis
for etcT^ whether general purpose real property to
be acquired for Government programs should be leased or
purchased.

2. Scope.

a. The economic analysis prescribed in this Circular
applies to tha acquisition of general purpose real property
such as office buildings, warehouses, and associated land
for which estimated land and construction coats or market
value is $500,000 or more.

b. The Circular does not
siderations, such as historic
applying to overseas property
statutory requirements.

preclude non-economic con-
values, special conditions

, restricted access, and

c. Analyses and decisiofts made under the guidance of

this Circular shduld be based upon maximum agency use of

long-term lease authority that may be requested of the
General Services Administration as provided by the Federal
Property and Administrative Services Act (40 USC 486(d),
490(h)(1) and Federal Property Management Regulations
(101-18.107b)

3.

a. This Circular applies to all agencies of the
executive branch of the Federal Government except the
United States Postal Service. It does not apply to the
Government of the District of Columbia, or to non-Federal
recipients of Federal loans or grants.

b. This Circular does not supersede agency practices
concerning the acquisition or use of general purpose real
propexh:y which are prescribed by or pursuant to law, Execu-
tive order, or other Circulars except for those portions

1-17
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2

of paragraph 6, Circular No. A-76, Revised, dated August 30,
1967, that apply to the determination of minimum cost lease-
or-purchase alternatives.

c. This Circular dces not preclude consideration of
undiscounted cash flows for budgetary or other purposes.
Kowever, undiscounted cash flow analysis will not be the
basis for identifying the most economic-of lease-or-purchase
alternatives.

d. The guidelines in this Circular are suggested for
use in the internal planning documents of the agencies in
the executive branch and required for use in all prospectuses,
proposed legislation, budget justifications or other propos-
als submitted to the Office of Management and Budget and the
Congress.

4. General requirements for analysis. The analysis of
lease-or-purchase alternatives should be based on the
following guidelines:

a. economic costs incurred as a result of Federal
acquisition of property must be included whether or not
actually paid by the Federal Government. Such costs not
generally involving a direct Federal payment include imputed
market values of public property, State and local property
taxes, and imputed insurance premiums.

b. The costs that will occur in each yeas of the period
of analysis must be estimated in constant dollars (i.e.,
effects of inflation excluded) in terms of the general price
lavel at the time of acquisition.

c. Acquisition alternatives will be compared on the
basis of the expected time period of stable program use of
the property. If such period is greater than the contract
term permitted under authority for long-term leasing, the
analysis should assume renewal of the lease at the last
crmstant dollar payment.

d. Cost projections may be changed over the period of
analysis to reflect only real changes in costs due to
changes in amounts of services or their prices relative to
the general price level--for example, an increase in amount
of repair and improvements at prices in effect at the
beginning of the period of analysis or an increase in the
relative price of these services.
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e. The present values of alternative cost projections
over the relevant time period will be the basis for deter-
mining the most economic choice.

f. The discount rate applied to cost projections to
determine present value will be seven percent. This rate
represents an estimate of the internal rate of return on
general purpose real property leased from the private
sector, exclusive of property taxes and expected inflation.
This rate is influenced by IRS tax treatment of real
property and by separate handling of property taxes in this
Circular; this rate is specific to lease-or-purchase
decisions and is not comparable to before tax rates of
return that the Office of Management and Budget specified
in Circular No. A-94, Revised. The Office of Management
and Budget will periodically review this estimate based
upon the above criteria and will revise the rate as necessary.

5. Costs to be included. Constant dollar cost projections
will include the following, adjusted as necessary to insure

valid comparisons:

a. Federal purchase alternative.

(1) Purchase costs (include all construction,
installation, site, design, management, and other costs
associated with tLe acquisition of the asset and its prepa-

ration for use);

(2) Repair and improvement;

(3) Operation and maintenance;

(4) Imputed property taxes (exclude consideration
of foreign taxes on overseas acquisitions unless actually
paid)

(5) Imputed insurance premiums; and

(6) Cost offset: residual value at end of period.

Lease alternative.

(1) Lease payments;

(2) Repair and improvement (if not included in

lease payments); and

(3) Operation and maintenance (if not included in

lease payments). 30
1-19
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c. Lease - purchase (or purchase- contract) alternative.

(1) Lease payments;

(2) Repair and improvement (after purchase or if
not included in lease payments prior to purchase);

(3) Operation and maintenance (after purchase or
if not included in payments prior to purchase);

(4) Purchase costs (when acquired) less applicable
credit for previous payments;

(5) Imputed rroperty taxes (after purchase or if
not included in payments prior to purchase);

(6) Imputed insurance premiums (after purchase);
and 0

(7) Cost offset (after purchase): residual value
at end of period.

6. Costs that may be excluded. Some costs may be excluded
from each of the alternative cost projections it they are
estimated to be the same for all alternatives or too small
tc affect the economic choice among the alternatives under
consideration; for example, such conditions may exist for:

a. Repair and improvement costs;

b. Operation and maintenance costs;

c. Property taxes; and

d. Insurance premiums.

7. Estimating certain costs. Potential problems of
estimating certain costs should be resolved as follows:

a. Purchase costs. Determine market value for property
that is already cwned, donated, or acquired by condemnation.

b. Imputed property taxes.

(1) Determine the property tax rate for comparable
property in the intended locality. If there is no basis by
wnich to estimate future changes in tax rates and assessed
(taxable) value, the first-year rate and assessed value can
be applied to all years.
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(2) Multiply the assessed value by the tax rate
to determine the annual charge.

(3) As an alternative to the orocedure of section
7.b(1)-(2) above, obtain an estimate of the local effective
property taxes from the Building Owners and Managers Astocia-
tion's Regional Exchange Reports. If there is no basis for
estimating future property taxes, the first-year rate can
be applied to all years.

c. Imputed insurance premiums. Determine local estimates
of standard, commercial coverage for like property from the
Building Owners and Managers Association's Regional Exchange
Reports.

d. Annual lease payments.

(1) Determine annual lease payments for comparable

property and terms of lease in the intended locality at the

time of propargr*guisition.

(2) When estimates of lease payments are based on

actual lease contracts on comparable property, they should

be adjusted to exclude the expected inflation for the per.:od

to first renewal, as described in Attachment A.

e. Cost offset: residual value at end of period.

(1) The objective is to predict the market value cf

the property at'-the end of the time period under considera-
tion, excluding inflation.

(2) Residual values of property are determined by

applying a method that best approximates the historically
observed changes in market values experienced by the Govern-

ment. The residual value of the property is obtained by
adding the results of a decrease in the constant dollar market

value of the building and an increase in the constant dollar

market value of the site. To approximate the residual value

of the building, a decay and obsolescence rate of 1.7 percent

should be applied to each year's remaining constant dollar

market value. To approximate the residual value of the site,

the constant dollar market value should be increased by

1.5 percent each year. To assist in calculation, Attachment

contains building decay and obsolescence factors of 1.7 per-

cent and site appreciation factors of 1.5 percent compounded

for each of the years 1 to 30.

(3) Whenever possible, the residual value of the

property should be adjusted to incorporate the current
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market value for comparable property in similar locales
37MITIEcommercial property whose age is approximately
equal to the period of analysis.

8. Present value calculations and format for comparisons.

a. Calculation of present values of the alternative
cost projections will be performed in accordance with
established discounting procedures, using either continuous
or end-of-year discount factors.

b. Attachment C illustrates the method to be used in
developing the present value comparisons.

c. Attachment D illustrates the required format for
the comparative analysis of lease-or-purchase alternatives
presented in prospectuses, proposed legislation, budget
justifications, or other proposals for submission to OMB.
All assumptions and basic cost data must be explicitly
provided in the materials presented.

d. As required for particular activities, the Office
of Management and Budget may request additional, special
analyses and information and may change the requirements
for reports to the OMB and to Congress.

Attachments

CASPAR W. WEINBERGER
DIRECTOR

1-22
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ATTACHMENT A
ILLUSTRATION Circular No. A-104

PRESENT VALUE CONSTANT DOLLAR ANNUAL PAYMENT CALCULATIONS

To determine the present value constant dollar annual payments, where,

for example,

- the date of initial acquisition is January 1972;

- the initial period of level payments 2, n = 20 years;

- the annual payment is $1,128,000 for 250,000 net square feet; and

- the payments are made at the end of the year,

calculate the average annual rate of inflation during the past n years.

The average inflation rate is found by (1) dividing the consumer price

index at the beginning of the contract period (See the Economic Report of

the President, February 1972, Table B-45, p. 247 for consumer price

indexes.) by the consumer price index n years ago, and (k) comparing

this result to the compound interest factors for n years. In this

example, the consumer price index for 1971, 121.3 is divided by the

consumer price index for 1951, 77.8 yielding 1.56. According to com-

pound interest tables, the rate which would yield 1.56 in 20 years is

approximately 2.2 percent.

Then, apply the determined constant dollar price deflator to each

annual payment.

In this example, each annual current dollar payment of $1,128,000 must

be mul*tiplied by the appropriate constant dollar price deflator at

2.2% per year.

Finally, multiply each constant dollar annual payment by the appropriate

7 percent present value discount factor.

Year

Current
dollar
payment

Constant
dollar price

deflator
@ 2.2%

Constant
dollar

payment

7% present
value

discount
factor

Present
value

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1,128,000

1,128,000

.978

.957

.937

.917

.897

.878

.859

.840

.822

.804

.787

.770

.754

.737

.722

.706

.691

.676

.661

.647

1,103,184
1,079,496
1,056,936
1,034,376
1,011,816
990,384
968,952
947,520
9a7,216
906,912
887,736
868,560
850,512
831,336
814,416
796,368
779,448
762,528
745,608
729,816

1-23 34

.935

.873

.816

.763

.713

.666

.623

.582

.544

.508

.475

.444

.415

.388

.362

.339

.317

.296

.277

.258

1,031,477
942,400
862,460
789,229
721,425
659,596
603,657
551,457
504,406
460,711
421,675
385,641
352,962
322,558
294,819
269,969
247,085
225,708
206,533
188,293

10,042,061



ATTACHMENT B
Circular No. A-104

BUILDING DECAY-OBSOLESCENCE AND SITE APPRECIATION

Period
of

Analysis

Building
Decay-Obsolescence

Factors*

Site
Appreciation

Factors*

1 0.98300 1.01500
2 0.96629 , 1.03023
3 0.94986 1.04568
4 0.93371 1.06136
5 0.91784 1.07728
6 0.90224 1.09344
7 0.88690 1.10984
8 0.87182 1.12649
9 0.85700 1.14339

10 0.84243 1.16054
11 0.82811 1.17795
12 0.8140 3 1.19562
13 0.80019 1.21355
14 0.78659 1.23176
15 0.77322 1.25023
16 0.76007 1.26899
17 0.74715 1.28802
18 0.73445 1.30734
19 0.72197 1.32695
20 0.70969 1.34686
21 0.69763 1.36706
22 0.68577 1.38756
23 0.67411 1.40838
24 0.66265 1.42950
25 0.65139 1.45095
26 0.64031 1.47271
27 0.62943 1.49480
28 0.61873 1.51722
29 0.60821 1.53998
30 0.5787 1.56308

*The factors presented in the table above implicitly
assume end-of-year building decay-obsolescence and
site appreciation changes.
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PRESENT VALUE PURCHASE COST VALCULATTONS
. _ . _ . _ . . _

(eederal Ott icy: Building, City, State)

Yea'

0
1

4

5

6

U
I
1)1 9

I0
11

13

14

15
16
17
18
19
20

Constant Dollars
(in thousands)

Repair
Improve-and
ments, improve-Property Residual
silea/ ment taxes vane

Present Value
(in thousands)

Repair
7% Improve- and

discount ntunts, improve- Property Residual
factor , ment taxes value

11,850
48 200
48 200
48 200
48 200
48 200
80 200
80 200
80 200
80 200
80 200

144 200
144 200
144 200
144 200
144 200
144 200
144 200
144 200
144 200
144 200 9,270h/

_sites/ __

1.000 11,850
.935 45 187
.873 42 175
.816 39 163
.763 37 153
.713 34 143
.666 53 133
.623 50 125
.502 47 116
.544 44 109
.508 41 102
.475 68 95
.444 64 89
.415 60 83
.388 56 78
.362 52 72
.339 49 68
.317 46 63
.296 43 59
.277 40 55
.258 U 52

Total
Present 11,850 947 2,120
Value

2,392

i)P
n
t: n

ri simplicity improvements (design and construction) costs of $10,500,000 anti site
ciLitb id *1,150,000 are dssumed to be paid at the start of year 1. All other costs
shown payment at the end of the year specified.

1.15
Iw P

n
I,/ This tiquie

1.7 puic,
Ipp1 ut:1,11

lepresenis the remaining value of the building which declines at
per year 17,15S2,000) and the remaining value of the site which
.1 1.5 percent per year ($1,0111,000).

1

0
.1+
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ATTACHMENT D
Circular NG. A-104

ILLUSTRATION

PRESENT VALUE COST SUMMARIES FOR
ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF ACQUISITION

(Federal Office Building, City, State]

(In thousands of dollars)

,Item 20 years; 7!

PURCHASE:*
Improvements' 10,500
Site 1,350
Repair and improvement . 947
Property taxes 2,120

Subtotal 1771T7
Less residual value 2,392

Total 12,525

LEASE:*
Total annual payments** 10,042

LEASE-PURCHASE (or PURCHASE - CONTRACT) *
Annual payments until purchase*** 8,845
Purchase cost less credit 3,556
Repair and improvement (after purchase) 515
Property taxes (after purchase). 714

Subtotal 13,630
Less residual value 2,392

Total Uthigai

*operation and maintenance costs are borne by the Government
and are assumed to be identical for all three acquisition
methods. Therefore, they are omitted in this comparison.
Imputed insurance premiums are estimated to be negligible
relative to other costs and therefore omitted.

**Annual lease payments in constant dollars are calculated.
Then, each constant dollar lease payment is discounted at
7 percent (See Attachment A).

***Annual lease-purchase (or purchase-contract) payments of
$1,400 + purchase of $21,000 (15 years annual payments)
less credit of $14,000. The annual payments in constant
dollars are calculated. Then each constant dollar payment
is discounted at 7 percent (technique is shown in
Attachment A).

38
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Section 2

Discounting

To perform a vial! economic evaluation of a project, it is necessary that

all cash flows be stated in time-equivalent amounts. "Discounting" is the

term often given to the technique for adjusting cash flows to time equivalency

by taking into account the time value of money. This section is provided as a

brief introduction to discounting because it is a fundamental tool used in

solving all of the capital investment problems addrellsed by this seminar.

The following topics are treated in brief below:

(1) Definition

(2) Purpose

(3) Approach

(4) Selecting a Discount Rate

(5) Formulas (Table 2-1)

(6) Application

(7) Discount Factors Based on a 7% Discount Rate (Table 2-2)

(8) Discount Factors Based on a 10% Discount Rate (Table 7-3)

(9) Where to Find UPW* Factors for.Discounting Energy Costs or Savings

(10) Problem Illustrations

Definition

Discounting is a technique for converting cash flows that occur at different

times to equivalent amounts at a common time.

Purpose

The costs and benefits associated with building projects are typically spread

over time. The dollar estimates of costs and benefits must be adjusted to

a common time basis before they can be combined to determine a measure of

2-139



economic performance. Because of the earning potential of money over time, as

indicated by interest, a dollar now is worth 'pre than a dollar at some later

time.

Approach

Discounting is performed by applying interest (discount) formulas, or

corresponding discount factors calculated from the formulas, to the estimated

costs and savings that result from a given investment. The application of the

appropriate formula or factor to a cash amount will convert that cost or

saving to its equivalent value at the selected time.

Selecting a Discount Rate

A key element in the discount formulas is the discoult rate, the rate of

interest reflecting the investees time value of money. If future cash flows

are stated in constant dollars, the discount rate should be selected to

reflect only the real earning power of money over time; i.e., the time value

of money remaining after inflation is removed. This is the approach

recommended for Federal project evaluation. If future cash flows are

estimated to include inflation the discoupt rate can be selected to also

include inflation, and the discounting technique can be used to adjust both

for the effects of price inflation and for the real earning power of

capital. This approach is often used for commercial project evaluation

because it facilitates the treatment of tax effects. The relationship between

a nominal discount rate, D, and a real discount rate, d, is as follows:

D (l+d) (1+0 -1 d +I + dI

1+D

and d -1, where I is the rate of general price inflation.

1+I

(See section on Escalation)i

*4,

4
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Application

The appropriate discount formula to use for adjusting a cash amount to an

equivalent value at another time depends on the time distribution of the cash

amount and the time basis selected by the analyst for the economic. evaluation.

For example, to find the equivalent value in the future of a single cash

amount received today, the single compound amount formula (SCA) is used. To

find the equivalent value in the future of a stream of uniform cash amounts

over a period of years, the uniform compound amount formula (UCA) is used. To

find the present value equivalent of a single amount to be received in the
4"

future, the single present worth formula (SPW) is used. To find the present

value equivalent of a uniform series of future cash amounts, the uniform

present worth formula (UPW) is used. Afid, to find the present

value equivalent of a series of future amounts escalating in amount each year,

the modifirmi uniform present worth formula (UPW *) can be used. To express a

present value as an equivalent uniformly recurring annual value, the uniform

capital recovery formula (UCR) is used. The dollar amounts will, of course,

differ depen4ing,on the time b4ae chosen, but present values, annual values,

and future values, if time-equivalentay will lead tp the same investment
/.

decision. It la most customary in economic h.Ovations, however, to convert

all cash flows to either present values or &Inuit, valvtm, and, in the Federal

Energy Management Program, the use of presem. val_ues is requested to

facilitate comparisons among agencies and projects.



Table 2.4 Discounting Equations

Name Schematic illustration Application

CompoundAmount
MCA) Equation

Single ProsantWorth
(11PVS) Equation

To find F whim
P is known

To find P when
F is knotin

Uniform SinkingFund To find A when
NM Equation EA+ 1I1 + 4- F Is known

Uniform Capitalnsoovory To find A when
(UCH) Equation 1!) P ls knew1M1

Uniform CornpoundAmount To find F when
(UCA) Equation + 0 + A Is known411ft

Uniform PresntWorth To find P when
(UPW) Equation + + Q A Is known13

Modified Uniform
PresentWorth
(UPW) Equationc

To find P when

Algebraic Forma

F P 1(1

P F [ (1 +1d)N

dA - F. [(1 + d)" - 1]

A - P r +d)"to +0- 1 j

F - A.
c_i).-1-1

L d

P- A
ro +0-
L d(1 + cfP j

escalating
knownAols P.A0.( i+dri
.t rate

whom: '1/4

P present sum of money,

F - future sum of money equivalent to P at the end of N periods of thin, at d inkiest
or discount rate.

A - entiolpadod payment (or roelpt) In a uniform WIN of payments (or reoe4pts)
over N periods at d Meerut or discount rata,

Ao - initial value of a periodic payment freak° evaluated at the beginning of the
study period,

At - Ao (1 + e)t, whom t 1, , N,

N - number of keens, or discount periods,
d - Inkiest or discount rate, and

- price escalation rate per period.
x.,44

a Note that the USF, UCR, UCA, and UPW equations yield undefined answers when d - 0. The correct algebraic forms for
this special case would be as follows: USF formula, A -FIN; UCH formula, A -PIN; UCA formula, F-A N; and UPW
formula, P -A N. The UPW equation also yields an undefined answer when -d. In this case, PAo N.

bibs terms by which the known values am multiplied in these equations am the formulas for the factors found in discount
factor tables. Using acronyms to represent the factor formulas, the discounting equations can also be written as
F P SCA, P F SPW, A - F USF, A - P two, F -A UCA, P -A UPW, and PAo UPW.

cTo find P when Ao escalates at a different rate over each of K escalation periods,

Ap
nl

1l

1 4. I
+

4 nt n2

.1
1

1+

+
+

1 + d 1+d / 111
(1 + 11 \n1 /1+02

/
\ n2 (1+ OK_AnK-1 "ik ( 1+ ett\

1 + d ki+d i+d/ J., \i+d /
where ni - the number of interest or discounting periods over which a given escalation rate, is assumed to hold

1 +
(ni) and 1

1.1 1+d
si )1

Source: NOS Handbelok 136.

he1 + el 1 + et
_ .

d + d
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Given

To Find

Period
N

BEST COPY AVAILABI.E

Table 2-2 Discount Factors Based on 7% Discount Rate

Single
Compound
Amount
Factor

SCA

Single Uniform Uniform

Present Capital. Present

Value Recovery Value

Factor Factor Factor.

SPW UCR UPW

F P A

1' A P

1

2

3

4

5

6

7/

1.070
1.145
1.225
1.311
1.403
1.500

1.606
4_---, g/ 1.718

9 1.838

10 1.967

11 2.105

12 2.252

13 2.410

14 2.578

15 2.759

16 2.952

17 3.159

18 3.380

19 3.616

20 3.870

21 4.141

22 4.430

23 4.740

24 5.072

25 5.427

26 5.807

27 6.'14

28 6.649

29 7.114

30 7.612

31 8.145

32 8.715

33 9.325

34 9.978

35 10.68

36 11.42

3/ 12.22,

38 13.08

39 13.99

40 14.97

Unifom
Sinkin7.

Fund
Factor

USF

A

.

CorTonnd

Aimma
roaur
UCA

la 1

.9346 1.070 .9346 1.0000 1.000

.8734 .5530 1.808 .4831 2.070

.8163 .3811 2.624 .3110 3.215

.7629 .2952 3.387 .2252 4.440

.7130 .2439 4.100 .1739 5.751

.6663 .2098 4.766 .1398 7.153

.6227 .1855
.1675

5.389 .1155 8.654

.5820 5.971 .0975 10.26

.5439 .3535 6.515 .0835 11.98

.5083 .1424 7.023 .0724 13.82

.4751 .1334 7.499 .0634 15.78

.4440 .1259 7.943 .0559 17.89

.4150 .1196 8.358 .0496 20.14

.3878 .1143 8.745 .0443 22.55

.3624 .1098 9.108 .0398 25.13

.3387 .1058 9.447 .0358 27.89

.3166 .1024 9.763 .0324 30.84

.2959 .0994 10.06 .0294 33.99

.2765 .0967 10.33 .0267 37.38

.2584 .0944 10.59 .0244 40.99

.2415 .0923 10.83 .0223 44.86

.2257 .0904 11.06 .0204 49.00

.21.09 .0887 11.27 .0187 - 53.44

.1971 .0872 11.47 .0172 ' 58.18

.1842 .0858 11.65 .0158 63.25

.1722 .0846 11.83 .0146 68.68

.1603 .0834 11.99 .0134 74.48

,
.1504 .0823 12.14 .01.24 80.70

.14056 .0814 12.28 .0114 87.35

.1314 .0805 12.41 .0106 94.46

p.1227 .0798 12.53 .0098 102.0

.1147 .0791 12.65 .0091 110.2

.1072 .0784 12.75 .0084 118.9

.1002 .0778 12.85 .0078 128.3

.0937 .0772 12.95 .0072 138.2

.0875 .0767 13.03 .0067 148.9

.08.18 .0762 13.12 .0062 160.3

.0764 .0758 13.19 .0058 172.5

.0715 .0754 13.26 .0054 185.6

.0668 .0950 33.33 .0050 199.6

All formulae ii;;Sitille end-of-period payment!;.

I' a prw.ent sum of money; F = a future snm of money, equivalent to P at

the, end of N periods of time at discount rate of d; A an end of period

payment (or receipts) in a uniform series of payments (or receipts) over

N periods at d interent rates.
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Civet)

:1.0 Find__

Period
N

Table 2-3 Discount Factors Based on 10% Discount Rate

Single Single Uniform Uniform

Compound Present Capital Present

Amount Value Recovery Value

Factor Factor Factor Factor

-

ISCA SPW UCR UPw
--.

P F P

P A

1 1.100

2 1.210
3 1.331

4 1,464
5 1.611

6 1.772

7 1.949

8 2.144

9 2.358
10 2.594

11 2.853

12 3.138
13 . 3.452

14 3.798

15 4.177
16 4.595
17 5.054
18 5.560
19 6.116
20 6.728

21 7.400
22 8.140

23 8.954
24 9.850
25 10.83
26 11.92
27 13.11
28 14.42
29 15.86

30 17.45
31 19.19

32 21.11
33 23.23
34 25.55

35 28.10

36 30.91
37 34.00
38 37.40

39 41.14

40 45.26

.9091 1.100

.8264 .5762

.7513 .4021

.6820 .3155

.6209 .2638

.5645 .2296

.5132 .2054

.4665 .1874

.4241 .1736

.3855 .1627

.3505 .1540

. .3186 .1468

.2897 .1408

.2633 .1357

.2394 .1315

.2176 .1278

.1978 .1247

.1799 .1219

.105 .1195

.1486 .1175

.1351 .1156

.1228 .1140

.1117 .1126

.1015 .1113

.0923 .1102

.0839 .1092

.0763 .1083

.0693 .1075

.0630 .1067

.0573 .1016

.0521 .1055

.0474 .1050

.0431 .1045

.0391 .1041

.0356 .1037

.0323 .1033

.0294 .1030

.0267 .1027

.0243 .1025

.0221 .1023

Unicorn

Fund

Factor
USF

Unif

CompoAnd
Amotivt

Fnctor
UCA

A

P

F

A

A

F

.9091 1.000 1.000
1.736 .4762 2400
2.487 .3021 3.310
3.170 .2155 0 4.641

3.791 .1638 6.105

4.355 .1296 7.716
4.868 .1054 9.487

5.335 .0874 11.44

5.759 .0736 13.58

6.145 .0627 15.94

6.495 .0540 18.53

6.814 .0468 21.38

7.103 .0408 24.52

7.367 .0357 27.98

7.606 .0315 31.77

7.824 .0278 35.95

8.022 .0247 40.54

8.201 .0219 45.60
8.365 .0195 51.16

8.514 .0175 57.28

8.650 .0156 64.00

8.772 .0140 71.40

8.883 .0126 79.54

8.984 .0113 88.50

9.077 .0102 98.35

9.161 .0092 109.2

9.237 .0083 121.1

9.307 .0074 134.2

-, 9.370 .0067 148.6

8.427 .0061 164.5

9.479 .0055 181.9

9.526 .0050 201.1

9.569 .0044 222.3

9.609 .0001 245.5

9.644 .0037 271.0

9.676 .0033 299.1

9.706 .0030 330.0

9.733 .0027 364.0

9.757 .0025 401.4

9.779 .0023 442.6

All t'ormulae assume end-of-period payments.

I' - a prcsout sum of money; F ;= a futre'sum of money, equivaleot to P at
the end of N periods of time at discount rate of d; A =-2 an end of period

payment (or receipts) in a uniform series of payments (or receipts) over

N periods at d interest rates.
2-6
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Where to Find UPW* Factors for Discountink Energy Costs or Savings

Modified Uniform Present Worth Factors (UPW*), based on a 7 percent discount

rate for evaluating Federal energy projects, can be found in Appendix B of NBS
1..

Handbook 135, pp 118-128. These factors are given for each of 10 Department

of Energy (DoE) regions, for different types of energy, and for residential,

commercial, and industrial use. (As explained in the Handbook on pp. 116-117,

these factors are subject to periodic revision. To obtain the most recent

factors, contact the Federal Programs Office of the U.S. Department of

Energy.)
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Problem Illustrations

1. Find the present value (P) of a future amount of $5,000 in 10 years (N),

assuming the discount rate (d) to be 10%.

(a) Using the Single Present Worth (SPW) Discount Formula (from Workbook

Table 2-1):

P = F
1

(1+d)N
1

$5,000
(1 + .10)10

m ($5,000) (0.3855)

= $1,928

(b) Using the SPW Discount Factor for d = 10% ,and N = 10 (from Workbook

Table 2-3):

P = F SPW1 0yr, 10%

($5,000) (0.3855)

= $10928

2. Find the present value (P) of a uniform series of annually recurring

future amounts (A) of $2,000 per year over the next 10 years (N), assuming

the discount rate (d) to be 7%.

(a) Using the Uniform Present Worth (UPW) Discount Formula (from Workbook

Table 2-1):

(1+d)N -1
P A

d(l+d)N

(1 + .07)10 -1
= $2,000

= $2,000

.07(1 + .07)10

0.9672

0.1377

2-8
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- ($2,000) (7.024)

$14,048

(b) Using the UPW Discount Factor for d -7% and N10 (from Workbook Table

2-2):

P A UPW10yr, 7%

($2,000) (7.023)

$14,046 (Note small difference due to rounding)

3. Find the future value (F) in 15 years (N) of a present amount (P) of

$1,000, assuming a discount rate (d) of 10%.

(a) Using the Single Compound Amount (SCA) Formula (from Workbook Table

2-1):

F P (l+d)N

$1,000 (1 + .10)15

. ($1,000) (4.177)

$4,177

(b) Using the SCA Factor for d 10% and N 15 (from Workbook

Table 2-3):

F m P SCA1Syr, 10%

($1,000) (4.177)

- $4,177

4. Find the Future. Value (F) in 15 years (N) of a uniform series of

annually recurring amounts (A) of 01,000, assuming a discOunt

rate (d) of 10%.



(a) Using t form Compound Amount (UCA) Formula (from Workbook Table

2-1):

ii.d)N _1

d

(1 + .70)15 -1

= $1,000

.10

= ($1,000) (31.77)

$31,770

(b) Using the UCA Factor for d = 10% and N = 15 (from Workbook

Table 2-3):

F = A UCA15yr, 10%

= ($1,000) (31.77)

= $31,770

5. Amortize in uniform annual payments (A) over 2d years (N) a present.

amount (P) of $100,000, assuming a discount rate (d) of 10%.

(a) Using the Uniform Capital Recovery (UCR) Discount Formula (from

Workbook Table 2-1):

.1+d)N

A = P
(l+d)N -1

.10 (1 + .10)20
= $100,000

(1 + .10)20 -1

= ($100,000) (0.1175)

$11,750
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tb) Using the UCR Discount Factor for d 10% and N - 20 (from workbook

Table 2--3):

A P iJCR20yr, 10%

- ($100,000) (0.1175)

$11,750

6. Find the uniform amount

have a future amount (F

rate (d) of 7%.

6

that must be cumulated annually (A) in order to

) of $30,000 in 8 years (N), assuming a discount

(a) Using the Uniform Sinking Fund (USF) Discount Formula (from Workbook

Table 2-1):
d

A F
(1.1.d)N

- $30,000

.07

(1 + .07)8 -1

- ($30,000) (0.0975)

- $2,925

(b) Using the USF Discount Factor for d 7% and N 8 (from Workbook

Table 2-2):

A . F USF8yr, 1%

- ($30,000) (0.0975)

- $2,925

7. Find the present value (P) of a non-uniform annually recurring amount (A)

that is valued at $5,000 at the beginning of the study period (KO, and

escalates thereafter at 5% per annum (e) rer, 12 years (N), assuming a

discount rate (d) of 12%.

(a) Using the Uniform Present Worth Modified (UPW*) Discount Formula

(from Workbook Table 214):
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(1+e) [p 1- .....
(d-e) l+d

(1 +..05) 1. +

'm $5,000 1 --
(.12 - .05) 1 + .12

mg $5,000 ((15) (0.5390)1

($5,000) (8.085)

$40,425

(b) Using the UPW* Discount- Factor for d 12% . 5%, and N 12
.

(from Handbook 135, Table 11-14, p. 131):

P 10 UPW*12yr, 12%, 5%

($5,000) (8.086)

l $40,430 (Note small discrepancy due to, rounding)

8. Find the present value (P) of the estimated cost of natural gas to heat

a Federal office building in Minnesota over 10 years (N), assuming that

the annual cost is initially valued at $10,000 (A0), and using the Federal

discount rate of 72 for energy projects and the appropriate projected

energy escalation. rates.

(a) Using the Uniform Present Worth Modified (UPW*) Discount Formula

for multiple escalation rates (from Workbook Table 2-1,lootnote a);

and the escalation rates for DoE Region 5, for/he Commercial Sector,

and ar natural gas, of 8.87% for the period 1981-1985, 1.76%

for 1985-1990, and 3.10% for 1990 and beyond (from Handbook 135,

Table C-5, p. 138):



P A0 1 1(1+e1)/(1+d)1 + 1(1+e1)/(1+d)1 ) 1(1+e2)/(1+d)1 + 1(1+e1)/

j1

n1 n1 n2

n

(1 +d)] [(.+e2)/(1+d)]
n2

1
3

1(1+e3)/(1 ad)1

j -1

it

2 j

[

2 5

a$10,000 ) [(1+.0887)/(1+.07)1 + [(1+.0887)/(1+.07)1 1 [(1+.0176)/

.1'1
jai

j 2 5

- $10,000

$10,000

- $10,000

(1+.07)1 + [(1 +.0887)/(1

3

[(1+.0310)/(1+.07)]
jR1

P
(1+.0887)/(.07-.0887)

[
[(1+.0176)/(.07-.0176)1

5

(1+.0176)/(1+.07) (1+.0310)/(.07-.0310)

[(-58.22) (-0.0353) +

(0.7780) (26.44) (0.1054)1

[2.055 + 4.462 + 2.244]

+.07)J '. [(1+.0176)/(1+.07)]

il- [(1+.0887)/(1+.07)11+

[1- [(1+.0176)/(1+.07)11+

(1.035) (19.42) (0.222)

[(1+.0887)/(1+.07)]

(1+.0887)/(1+.07)

[(1+.0310)/(1+.07)11

+ (1.035)

2

=($10,000) (8.761)

$87,610*
4*

(b) Using. the Federal UPW* Discount Factor for DoE Region 5, for the

Commercial Sector, for natural gas, for 10 years (from Handbook 135,

Table B-5, p. 122):

P Ao UPW*10yr, 7%, DoE 5

- ($10,000) (9.60)

- $96,000*
1,

* Note discrepancy in (a) and (b) answers. The difference reflects the fact

that the (a) calculations use the escalation rates directly, based on mid-

1983 as the beginning of the study period, while the (b) calculations use

UPW* factor tables based on mid-1981 as the beginning of the study period.
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Section 3

Escalation

This section has the following objectives: to review the procedure for

escalating costs, to distinguish budgetary needs for escalation from the

requirements of economic analysis, and to compare economic evaluations made

(a) in constant dollars using real escalation and discount rates and (b) in

current dollars using nominal escalation and discount rates.

It contains the following topics:

(0/Escalation Procedure

(2) Budgetary Versus Economic Analysis Requirements for Cost

Estimates

(3) Concept of Differential Price Escalation.

(4) Constant Dollar Versus Curren*pllar Analyses

Escalation Procedure

An initial amount,

future amount, CN,

Co, cat. 771,1 escalated at rate e over N periods of time to a

by applying the single compound amount formula based on

rate e and- period N, to the initial amount; i.e._CN Co (1+e)N.

An initial amount, Co, can be escalated over N periods of

escalation rates, el, e2, ... en, each of which holds for

I

time at changing

a designated

interval of time, pl, p2 pn !which together sum to a total of N

compounding periods) as follows:

CN Co(l+el) 1 (1+e2) 2 (1+1n) n1
1



4.
a

Budgetary Versus Economic Analysis Requirements for Cost Estimates

Budget estimates project the actual number of dollars expected to be

requireto purchase a building system or component at the planned time of

acquisition. That is, budget estimates are generally stated in "current", or

"nominal," dollars including projected price inflation.

0

In contrast, it is imperative in an economic analysis that all dollars have

the same unit of purchasing power. Hence, purely inflationaryor deflationary

effects must be eliminated from projected cash flows in an economic analysis.

MIN

Concept of Differential Price Escalation

OMB Circular A-94 instructs Federal Agencies to make all estimates of future

costs and benefits in constant dollars, reflecting in the estimates only

changes in relative prices "where there is a reasonable basis for estimating

such changes". Estimates should not include any forecasted change in the

general price level.

We can define the relative price change in terms of a "differential

escalation rate", i.e., the expected percentage difference between the rate of

increase assumed for a.given item of cost (such as energy), sod the/general

rate of inflation. Let us denote the total escalation rate, "E"; the

jdifferential eacalation rate, "e"; and the general rate of price inflation,

"I".

53
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Cash flows that are projeCted to *increase in amount at about the same rate as

general price inflation E 1p have no real or differential escalation

(i.e., e = 0), and, therefore, will remain unchanged in constant dollars from

the initial amount. Routine maintenance costs, for example, are often assumed

to remain the same-ino constant dollars.
0

Cash flows that change at a r e different from the rate of genral price

inflation (i.e., E * I and e * ), change in constant dollars. In a

Federal analysis,the projected real or differential escalation rate, e, can

be used with the single compound amount formula to calculate future amounts in .-.

constant dollars.

The three figure's below illustrate three cases of differential escalation. In

each figure, time is measured on the x-axis and dollar costs on the

y-axis. The solid line in each figure, projected from the y-axis, traces the

actual rise in price over N years of an item which initially costs,CO. That

is, the solid line, defined by the equation CE = Co (1 + E)N, depicts current

dollar costs for a given E over N years. The dashed line in each figure

traces the rise in 61st over N years that would occur if the item increased

in price at the rate of general price inflation, I. It is defined by the

Oh

equation CI Co (1 + ON. The dashed-dot line traces the change in constant

dollar cost over N years. It is defined by the equation Cc mg Co + e)N.

Figure 1, where the dashed line nd solid line are colncident,. shows the case

for which the rate c; total change the price of the item, E, is just equal

to the rate of change in the general price level, I (i.e., the differential

escalation rate, e, is zero). In this case, ,the future current dollar cost

S-3
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in N1 years is C2, i.e., Co (1 + E)N1 C2. But in constant dollars, the

future cost, Ce, is still Co, because e 0 and the constant dollar cost, Ce,

is equal to Co (1 + e)N.

1k.

Figure 2 describes costs for the case where the rate, E, of total change in

the price of the item exceeds the rate, I, of change in the general price

level, such that the differential rate, e, is positive. In this case, the

future current dollar cost in year N1 is greater than C2--it is C3 in the

example--and in constant dollars the future cost, Ce, is higher than Co,

because E > I and e > 0.

Figure 3 shows dollar costs for the case where the rate, E, of total change in

the price of the item is less than the rate, I, of change in the general price

level, such that the differential rate, e, is negative. In this case, the

future current dollar cost, CE, in year N1 is less than C2--it is C1 in the

example- -and in constant dollars the future cost, Ce, is below Co because E <

I and e < 0.

Constant Dollar Versus Current Dollar Analyses

When future costs and benefits are stated in constant dollars, incorporating

only the relative price change and excluding inflation, it is appropriate to

discount the future values to a common time basis using a real discount rate,

denoted "d", which does not include inflation. The 7 percent discount rate

specified for evaluating Federal energy conservation projects and the 10

percent discount rate specified for evaluating other kinds of Federal projects

(not specffically exempted) are both real discount rates.
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When future cash flows are estimated to include inflation, the discount rate

should also include inflation; that is, a nominal discount rate, which can be

denoted "D," should be used for discounting current dollar cash flows. Market

interest rates are nominal rates. The weighted cost of capital (expressed as

a percent), which is often used by corporations as a discount rate, is a

nominal rate.

If correctly formulated, an analysis in constant dollars worked with a real

discount rate will yield the same result as an analysis n n current dollars

worked with a nominal discount rate. While the constant ollar approach is

recommended for Federal analyses, the current dollar approach is often

preferred for the analysis of taxable investments because it can facilitate

the analysis of tax effects.

To see the relationships between the two approaches, the following

relationships should be noted:

a) E (1 + e) (1 + I) -1
=e + + eI,

1 + E

1 + I

c) D (1 + (1 + I) -1
d + I + dl, and

b) e MI

1 + D

d) d -1 .

1 + I



where

E the rate of total change in the price of a given item,

e the differential rate of change in the price of the item,

the rate of general price inflation,

D a nominal discount rate, and

d a real discount rate.

By pairing E and D for escalation and discounting, purely inflationary effects

cancel out of the analysis. By pairing e and d for escalation and

n.

discounting, purely inflationary effects are simply omitted from the

analysis.

References:

Discussion of the Causes of Changing Monetary Values Over Time--See Hand-

book 135, pp. 7-8.

Federal Energy Price Escalation Rates--See Tables C-1 through C-11, Hand-

book 135, pp. 134-144.

UFW* Factors for. Combined Escalation and Discounting--See Tables B-1 through

B-11, Handbook 135, pp. 118-128.

UPW* Factors for Combined Escalation and Discounting Based on Various Discount

Rates and Escalation Rates (Non-Specific to Federal Energy Costs)--See

Tables 8-12 through B-14, Handbook 135, pp. 129-131.

Year-By-Year Method of Calculating the Value of Energy Savings (when it is

necessary to adjust for changes in the annual quantity or source of

energy)--See Appendix G, Table G-2, and accompanying text, Handbook 135,

pp. 219-223.



Section 4

Study Period

The purpose of this section is to provide guidelines for setting the length of

the study period, the time over which project costs and benefits will be

assessed. The discussion is organized into the following parts:

(1) Maximum Study Period

(2) Selecting a Study Period for Present Value Comparisons of Proj cts

(3) Selecting a Study Period for Savings-to-Investment Ratio (SIR)

Comparisons of Projects

(4) Reconciling Project Life and Study Period

(5) Delays Between the Time of Project: Evaluation and Project

Initiation

I Maximum Study Period

For evaluating Federal energy conservation projects, an upper limit of 25

years is set for the study period, reflecting uncertainty in projecting energy

prices for longer periods of time.

Selecting a Study Period for Present Value Comparisons of Projects

For selecting among mutually exclusive project alternatives based on present

value LCC or NS, the same study period should be used to evaluate the

alternatives. The use of different study periods would result in different

present values even if the alternatives were equal in cost effectiveness.

Reference: See Section 3.10, Handbook 135, pp. 33-34.



Selecting a Study Period for SIR Comparisons of Projects

The rankings of projects according to their SIR's will not be affected by

having different study periods for different projects if there is no

differential price escalation included in project cash flows. If differential

price escalation is included, the comparative rankings of projects may be

affected somewhat by the use of unequal study periods. In this case, the use

of equ'al study periods will avoid any biasing of results. The lifecycle cost

guidelines of the Federal Energy Management Program, however, do not require

that All projects be evaluated for the same study period when ranking them

according to their SIR's. This decision reflects the desire to simplify the

evaluation procedure where possible. The simplification in this case is the

avoidance of many repetitions of the calculations for shortlived projects.

Reconciling Project Life and Study Period

Replacement and salvage values are used to reconcile differences between

study periods and project or component lives when these are unequal.

Delays Between the Time of Project Evaluation and Project Initiation

Economic analyses performed for the purpose of dete'mining the cost

effectiveness of a project generally do not give the same level of attention

to the details of cash flows 'luring the planning and construction phase as

would a cost analysis aimed at controlling construction costs. Often the

following two simplifying assumptions are made: (a) all construction costs

occur at the outset of the study period, which is coincident with the time the

analysis is performed, (b) operational costs accrue at the end of each

year thereafter. In most cases, the inaccuracies introduced by these

assumptions will be small and will not affect the decision.
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In choosing among projects with substantially different time delays, however,

it be important to take into account those delays, since the relative cost

effectiveness of the projects may be affected. For example, suppose the

choice were between two mutually exclusive energy retrofit projects, each with

a 10 year life, fora& facility expected to be in service another 10 years. If

one alternative could bP implemented immediately, but the other would require

a delay of 5 years, the timing of the projects would be relevant to the

choice, since the effective life of one of the alternatives is reduced to 5

years and benefits during the delay interim are lost to that alternative.

In comparing the life-cycle costs of a project with a delay in implementation

against the life-cycle costs of a base case condition (i.e., not having the

project), a distinction should be made between those costs which can be

avoid:A during the delay period if the project will eventually be undertaken,

and those which cannot be avoided. Consider, for example, a proposed project

which could be implemented three years from the present. If knowledge that

the proposed project were forthcoming would allow the avoidance of certain

costs during the interim three years that would otherwise be incurred under

the base case, the cost avoidances should be attributed to the proposed

project. This can be done by including these costs in the Base Case but not

.//

in the Proposed Project costs. Costs that cannot be avoided during the

interim (i.e., those that are sunk) can either be included in both the

evaluation of the Base Case and the Proposed Project or omitted from both,

since they will in any case cancel out of the analyses.
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Section 5

Project Selection

The term "project selection" is used here to cover the following types of

project investment decisions, each of which is di' ussed below:

(1) Accepting or Rejecting Given Project

(2) Designing and Sizing In ividual Projects

(3) Ranking Projects for Funding Priority

(4}-Determining Combinations of Interdependent Projects

(5) Jqpitly Designing/Sizing and Ranking Projects

Following the discussion of each of these - Recisions, a problem example is

given with step-by-step solution. The problem solution illustrates how the

following techniques of economic evaluation are used in project selection:

o Life-Cycle Costing (LCC)

Apr Net Benefits (NB) or Net Savings (NS)

o Benefit-to-Cost Ratio (BCR) or Savings-to-InvestMent Ratio (SIR)

o Payback -- Simple (SPB) or Discounted (DPB)

References:

Definitions, Formulas, and Applications of Evaluation Techniques -- see

Section 2.3, Handbook 135, pp. 14-22.

iptLg1(13rReectipg a Given Project

A project is usually deemed cost effective if (a) its life-cycle costs are

lower than other alternatives for achieving the same objective, one of which

must be adopted; (b) it results in benefits or savings in excess of its costs;

(c) it yields an internal rate of return higher than the minimum acceptable

rate of return; (d) the ratio of overall net cash flow is positive after

payback is actieved.
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Cost-effective projects are "worth doing," other things being equal, but

further analysis may be needed to determine if a given project

should be selected over other project choices.

References:

Discussion--See Section 2.4.1, Handbook 135, p. 22.

Accept-Reject Problem Example: See Workbook Section 11, Problem Set A,
"Programmable Time Clock Problem"

Designing and Sizing Individual Projects

Often the decision maker has choices of design, size, material, or other

attributes of a given project. These are "mutually exclusive" alternatives in

that choosing one means not choosing another. The economic objective is to

44,

choose the alternative which results in the greatest net benefits or net

savings. If the alternatives are considered apart from possible budget

constraints, the economically efficient choice will satisfy at least one of

the following conditions: (a) project life-cycle costs are minimum; (b)

project net benefits or net savings are maximum; or (c) the ratio of benefits

or savings to costs for the last increment of investment is one; or (d) the

yield on the last increment of investment approaches the minimum acceptable
f 4020:

rate of return.

References:

Discussion--See Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3, Handbook 135, pp. 24-25.

Sizing Example: See at the end of this Section, "Pipe Insulation Retrofit
Problem--A Case Example of Project Selection"
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Ranking Projects for Funding Priority

When funds are limited and there are more cost-effective projects than can be

funded, choices must be made among non-mutually exclusive projects, i.e.,

projects for which acceptance of one would not preclude the acceptance of

others, aside from the funding constraint.

The economic objective is to select the combination of projects that will

maximize net benefits or net savings for the available budget. This can often

be done by ranking and selecting projects in descending order of their

benefit-to-cost or savings-to-investment ratios, until the budget is

exhausted. If the project ratios fall below one before the available budget

is exhausted, then project acceptance should terminate with the last project

whose ratio exceeds one. If, due to "lumpiness" in project size, higher

ranked projects cost more than the available budget, while lower ranked

projects are affordable within the budget, lower ranked projects (but with

ratios greater than one) should be selected in descending order until the

budget is exhausted.

References:

Discussion--See Section 2.4.4, Handbook 135, ppl 25-26.

Ranking Projects Example: See at the end of this Section, "Pipe Insulation
Retrofit Problem--A Case Example of Project
Selection," and Workbook Section 12, Problem Set B,
"Water Conservation Problem"

mDetery42122mhimations of Interdependent Projects

In evaluating candidate projects for a particular building or facility, the

problem of interdependency among projects may arise; that is, undertaking one

project may affect the relative life-cycle costs and savings of remaining

projects. For example, the value of adding an automatic environmental control



system will differ depending on the level of insulation in the building

envelope and vice versa. Undertaking one will tend to diminish the value of

the other. An approach to this problem is to evaluate each of the candidate

projects independently of one another, select first the one with the highest

BCR or SIR value, and then adjust the BCR or SIR value of any remaining

projects that are expected to be substantially altered by the first, higher

priority, selection. The selection process would then be continued, with

necessary adjustments to remaining projects being made as each project is

chosen.

References: See Workbook Section 12, Problem Set B, "Team Problem -- Planning

an Energy Conservation Package"

Jointly Designing/Sizing and Ranking Projects

Where there are several, non-mutually exclusive projects with positive net

benefits and there is an insufficient budget to fund all of them, the

theoretically correct approach would be to size each project such that the

incremental BCR or SIR would be equal for all projects and equal to the ratio

available on the last increment of the next best investment (i.e., equal to

the opportunity cost). Then projects would be selected on the basis of

descending BCR's or SIR's computed on the total project costs and benefits

(savings) until the budget is exhausted.

Due to the difficulty of simultaneously equating the incremental ratios on all

projects, second-best approaches are often used. One is to sizeieach project

so that the incremental ratio is equal to one, and thin select projects as

before in descending order of BCR's or SIR's until the budget is exhausted.

This may lead to inefficient, oversized projects when there are budget

constraints. A second approach, and one that is generally preferred to the
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first one, is to set up the sizing decisions when possible in the same context

as the ranking decisions under a budget constraint, thereby constructing the

problem in such a manner that the sizing of given projects and ranking of a

set of projects will occur simultaneously.

References:

Problem Example: See at the end of this Section, "Pipe Insulation Retrofit

Problem - -A Case Example of Project Selection"

a.
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Pipe Insulation Retrofit Problem -- A Case Example of Project Selection

[Note: This is a.hypothetical example for use only to illustrate the
evaluation technique.]

This case demonstrates (a) the discounting of costs and savings; (b) the use

of the evaluation techniques of life-cycle cost (LCC), savings-to-investment,

ratio (S

1

R), and discounted payback (DPB) to determine if a project is cost

effective; (c) the use of net savings (NS) and incremental SIR (ASIR) to

determine efficient project size if there is no budget constraint; and (d) the

use of the SIR and ASIR to rank the project and its size increments relative

_..'to other projects competing for limited funds.

Problem Statement
6

Approximately,100 ft of hot water pipes running through the basements of each

of 10 buildings of a Federal laboratory facility in Massachusetts have been

found to be uninsulated. Data and assumptions are as follows:a

Quantity of Uninsulated Pipe: 100 ft/Bldg x 10 Bldgs = 1,000 ft
Required Water Temperature: 180°

Pipe Size: 1 1/2" Diameter
Operation: 4 hr/day x 260 days/yr = 1,040 hrs/yr
Type of Energy: Distillate Oil
Agency Base-Year Price of Distillate: $9.00/106 Btu
Plant Efficiency: .55

Remaining Building Life: Indefinite
Insulation Life: Indefinite
Available Insulation Choices: 1" or 2" of Fibrous Material

aFor the purpose of demonstrating the basic procedures, this sample problem
is kept simple. In actual practice, there would likely be other consider-
ations for energy conservation than those included here, such as the
possibility of reducing the water temperature.
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Step 1. Calculate the quantity of annual energy savings (AES). for the

alternative sizes of insulation

o Formulate Estimating Relationship:

AES (106Btu)
AHLR/hy/ft hrs/yr

eff 106

where AES annual quantity of energy savings,

AHLR decrease in Btu heating load requirements, and

eff plant efficiency.

(Note: The numerator is divided by 106 in order to state AES in terms of

millions of Btu.)

o Refer to Figure 5-1 (or use other appropriate approaches) to estimate

the value of AHLR/hr/ft with and without the insulation.

o Refer to Problem Assumptions for the number of hours, linear feet of pipe,

and plant efficiency.

o Calculate AES:

(150 20)Btu /hr /ft 1,040 hrs/yr 1,000 ft

AES1-
0.55 106

245.8 x 106Btu

AES2-

(150 - 12.5)Btu/hr/ft 1,040 hrs 1,000 ft

260.0 x 106Btu

0.55 106

Step 2. Calculate the present value of energy cost savings (PVES) over the

life cycle (study period) for the alternative sizes

o Formulate the estimating relationships:

PVES AES P/106Btu UPW*

where PVES present value dollar energy savings over the study period,

AES annual quantity of energy savings,
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
Figure 5-1

LCC PROBLEM SOLUTION ESTIMATION
OF ENERGY SAVINGS
Determine Heat Loss Rates With & ,Without Insulation:

111.4101111
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Wm* 4111111 1.1 alliMel 4..r "
C111 IS 'sleet."' 111111110. we.

5-8

Uninsulated Pipe: 150 BTU/fur/ft

1' Insulated Pipe: 20 BTU/hr/ft

2" Insulated Pipe: 12.5 BTU/hdft
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P/106Btu initial price per 106Btu of energy, and

UPW* = modified uniform present worth discount factor.

o Designate the length of the study period.

o Refer to Problem Assumptions for initial price of energy.

o Refer to Problem Assumptions/for the DoE Region in which the laboratory

facility is located, the nature of the building (residential, commercial,

industrial), and the type If energy, and find the corresponding UPW* for

the appropriate study period from Appendix B of Handbook 135. In this

case the UPW* = 17.77 (from Table 8-1, Handbook 135, p. 118).

o Calculate PVEs:

For 1" of Insulation:

PVES
1"

= 24.8 x 106Btu $9.00/106Btu 17.77

$3 ,311.

For 2'1 of Insulation:

PVES2. = 260.0 x 106Btu $9.00/106Btu 17.77

=$41,52.

Step 3. Calculate project inve tment costs for the alternative sizes of

insulation

o Formulate the Estimating Relationship:

1

I = P/ft x ft x (1 - FEMP Adj. \Factor),

\

where I a project investment cost in present value $),

P/ft = price per linear foot of Insulation,

ft = linear feet required, and \

11
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FEMP Adj. Factor = 10% reduction in investment costs as a rough measure of the
social benefits of energy conservation not reflected in
market paces. (Note: this was established as a temporary
procedure which may be eliminated.)

o Refer to Table 5-1 (or use other appropriate approach) to estimate Project

Investment Costs.

o Calculate Investment Costs:

II. - $2.50/ft 1,000 ft 0.9

- $2,250.

12. - $4.55/ft 1,000ift 0)9
1

- $4,095.

Step 4. Calculate present value net savings for the alternative sizes of
insulation

o Formulate the estimating relationship:

NS - PVES

where NS - net savings in present value dollars,

PVES present value energy savings,

I = project investment cost.

o Calculate NS:

NS'. $39,311 - $2,250

- $37,061.

NS2. - $41,582 - $4,095

- $37,481.



Table 5-1 Costs for Insulating Various Pipe Sizes

Pipe Size
(Inches)

Installed Cost/Linear Foot of Pipe Insulation*

1 Inch Thickness
(Fibrous Material)

($)

2 Inch Thickness
(Fibrous Material)

($)

1/2 2.00 3.70

3/4 2.10 3.95

1 2.20 4.15

1 1/4 2.40 4.45

1 1/2 2.50 4.55

2 2.70 4.74

2 1/2 2.85 5.15

3 3.10 5.45

3 1/2 3.40 5.80

4 3.90 6.40

5 4.30 7.20

6 4.80 7.75

8 6.45 9.55

.41

10 7.20 11.5

12 8.30 12.25

Source: Mechanical and Electrical Cost Data 1979, R. S. Means Co., Inc.

* These are average installed costs, including labor and materials, for pipe

located in accessible areas. Inaccessibility would cause increases in

costs.

Note: There is a small discrepancy in this example between the year's

dollars in which energy savings and investment costs are expressed.

That is, the UPW* factors used to find the present value of energy

savings are based on a mid-1981 starting point, whereas the above

investment costs are in 1979 dollars. To provide a great:r degree of

accuracy, investment cost data for 1981 could be used, c6., if they

were not available, the 1979 prices could be adjusted to a 1921 basis

by applying to them a ratio comprised of a 1981 price index divided by

a 1979 price index for the appropriate category of building materials.
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Step 5. Answer the question, "Is it cost effective to insulate the laboratory
hot water pipes?"

Answer: Positive net savings indicate that the investment is cost effective.

Step 6. Verification of Project Cost Effectiveness by Other Evaluation
Techniques. [Note: This step is unnecessary in so much as the NS
technique is reliable for determining cost effectiveness; it is
included only to illustrate the use of other techniques.]

O

Life-Cycle Costing (LCC) Evaluation

Approach: Calculate the total present value of energy coats plus other costs

over the study period for the base case (i.e., without the retrofit project)

and for the proposed retrofit project in ita alternative sizes, and see if the

total is lower with the project.

o Calculate present value life-cycle costs for the base case (LCCBC):

LCCBC (150 Btu/hr/ft 1,040 hrs 1,000 ft) $9.00/106Btu 17.77

0.55 106

$45,362.

o Calculate present value life-cycle costs with the retrofit project for

each size alternative (LCCR):

(20 Btu/hr/ft 1,040 hr 1,000 ft)
LCCR $9.00/106Btu .'17.77 + $2,250

1" 0.55 106

LCCR
. 2"

$8,298.

(12.5 Btu/hr/ft 1,040 hr 1,000 ft)

0.55 106
$9.00/106Btu 17.77 + $4,095

$7,875.

Conclusion: Life-cycle building costs are lower with the project in eiLher

size alternative than without it, indicating that the project in either size

is cost effective.
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Savin s-to-Investment Ratio (SIR) Evaluation

Approach: Calculate the SIR for each project size alternative and see if it

exceeds 1.

(150-20)Btu/hr/ft 1,040 hr 1,000 ft
$9.00/106Btu 17.77 * $2,250

0.55 106

17.47

(150- 12.5)Btu /hr /ft 1,040 hr 1,000 ft

SIR2u
0.55 106

$9.00/106Btu 17.771* $4,095 d

10.15

Conclusion: The SIR is greater than 1 for both size alternatives, indicating

that either is cost effective.

Discounted Payback (DPB) Evaluation

Approach: Calculate the cumulative prOient value energy savings for each

project size and determine in what year (Y) the cumulative discounted

savings exceed the investment cost for that size alternative, i.e., for what Y

is PVES(Y) > 0.

The cumulative net savings numbers shown in table 5-2 are calculated as

follows:
UPW*
for

(150-20)Btu/hr/ft 1,040 1,000 ft N1
PVES (Y1)-I $9.00/106Btu 0.96

1 0.55 106

-$2,250 -$126.



PVES .("2)-/-
1 0.55 106[

(150-20)Btu/hr/ft 1,040 1,000 ft

-$2,250 $1,909. 1.

UPW*

for
N21

$9.00/106Btu 1.88

(150-12.5)Btu/hr/ft 1,040 hr 1,000 ft

PVES $9.00/10611tu 0.96
2' 0.55 106

-$4,095 -$1,849.

(150-12.5)Btu/hr/fe 1,040 hr 1,000 ft

PVES2(X-2)-/- $9.00/106Btu 1.88

0.55 106
.0

-$4,095 .1 $304.

Table 5-2. Discounted Payback Solution

Cumulative PrLsent Value Cumulative Net Savings
Energy Savings

Y 1" Insulation 2" Insulation 1" Insulation 2" Insulation

0 0 0 -$2,250 -$4,095

1 2,124 2,246 -126 -1,849

2 4,159 4,3994 1,909 304



Conclusion: For bo& size alternatives, payback occurs in the second year--long

before project life and energy savings are expected to end. Since there are no

anticipated project costs titer initial installation, the project in either size

is cost effective.

Step 7. Answer the question, "Which Project Size is Most Cost Effective?"

Answer: 2" insulation results in greater net savings than 1" and, therefore,

2" is more cost effective if there is no budget limitation.

./Th

Step 8. Verification of Most Cost-Effective Project Size by Other

Evalution Techniques. [Again note that this step is unnecessary and

is included merely to illustrate the use of other techniques.)

Life-Cycle Costing (LCC) Evaluation

Approach: Compare LCC's of size alternatives to see which is less:

Size Alternative

1"

2"

LCC
($)

8,298

7,875

Conclusion: LCC is lower with 2" of insulation than with 1", indicating that

2" is more cost effective if there is no budget limitation.

Incremental SIR (ASIR) Evaluation

Approach: Determine if the tSIR is greater than 1. Note that the ASIR is the

ratio of savings to investment fore abt increment of investment, in this case

the extra investment required to increase insulation thickness from 1" to 2";

i.e., $4,095 - $2,250 $1,845. The incremental dollar savings is based on the

reduction in the hourly heat loss rate from 20 Btu/hr/ft with 1" of insulation to

12.5 Btu/hr/ft with 2" of Insulation.



ASIRI2
(20-12.5)Btu/hr/ft 1,040 1,000 ft

0.55 106

$9.00/106Btu fk.77

* ($4,095 - $2,250)

1.23.

Conclusion: The ASIR is greater than 1, indicating that the additional

expense of the added insulation thickness is more than offset by the extra

energy savings, such that the 2" size is more cost effective than 1" if there

is no budget limitation.

[Cautionary Note: The SIR computed on total investment and total savings data

does not provide a reliable technique for sizing projects. The SIR for the

1" thickness, for example, is 17.47, substantially higher than the SIR for

the 2" thickness of 10.15, yet the incremental investment is cost effective.

(The discounted payback technique has the same type of shortcoming for sizing

projects as the SIR.))
.

Step 9. Answer the question, "What Priority Should This ProjeCt Receive
Relative to Other Projects if the Budget is Insufficient to Allow
Acceptance of All Available Cost-Effective Projects?"

Approach: The economic objective in setting priorities is to choose the

projects that will result in the greatest net benefits from the available

budget. t.signing project priorities based on the descending order of project

SIR's provides a workable approach for achieving (or closely approximating)

this objective.



When there is a budget constraint, project sizing can often be accomplished in

conjunction with project ranking by breaking projects into their size

increments, computing SIR's on those increments, and ranking the increments

relative to other potential projects. Assume, for example, that the

illustrative pipe retrofit project using a 1" thickness of insulation is

designated Project A, and the project increment required to increase thick-

ness from 1" to 2" is designated Project B. Projects A and B can then be

assigned priority relative to other projects C, D, E, F,,and G--all of which

are competing for the limited funds available--according to their SIk's, as

shown in table 5-3.

Table 5-3. Joint-Sizing and Ranking of Projects

Potential Project Ranking

Projects SIR for Priority

A (0+1" of Insulation)

B (1+2" of Insulation)

C

D

E

F

17.47

1.23

1.15

15.50

25.00

12.52

0.75

2

5

6

3

1

4

not acceptable



Since it is coat effective to choose all projects with SIR's greater than 1,

2" of insulation will be selected over 1" iesufficient funds remain

after Projects E, A (1" of insulation), D, and F are funded.

In practice, the\sizing decision and the project priority decision are often

treated separately, rather than jointly as shown above. A project may first

be sized as though there were no budget constraint (i.e., 2" thickness, of

insulation), and then assigned priority relative to other projects based on

the SIR computed on the size selected. rng this approach in the above

example, project A (1" of insulation; SIR - 17.47) and Project 11 (the

increment from 1" to 2" of insulation; SIR = 1.23) would not be separately

identified in the ranking. Rather a single project entry (designated 70

2/8

would be made, based on total values for 2" of i

2
ulation (SIR= 10.15), as

shown in table 5-4.

Table 5-4. Ranking of Projects of Predetermined Size

Potential
Pro ects SIR

A (2" of Insulation) 10.15

C 1.15

D 15.50

E 25.00

F 12.52

0.75

Project Ranking
for Priority

4

5

2

1

3

not acceptable
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This latter approach results in a different relative priority of the projects

than the former approach. A disadvantage of this approach is that-if funds

are very limited, the project may not be done at all, even though its first

increment (1") is estimated to be more cost- effective than projects D and F

which now receive higher priorities. An advantage of the. approach is that the

projects which are selected will be sized so as to avoid the loss of potential

net benefits. For example, if l" thick pipe insuldtion is instaljed, there

will not likely be another opportunity to capture the additional net benefits

that would have resulted from the additional thickness of 2". The relative

merits of the approaches depend to a large extent on (a) the severity and

duration of funding shortages and (b) the costs of later additional retrofit.



Section 6

Sensitivity Analysis

Some of the coats and most of the benefits of capital investment projects

occur in the future, necessitating forecasting of their values. Since fore-

casted data are usually uncertain, the findings of the economic evaluation

will also tend to he uncertain. In addition, there are often unknown/elements

even in the very short run which may cause estimated values to deviate from

actual values. Sensitivity analysis is one approach for taking into account

uncertainty in economic evaluations. This section briefly treats the

technique in three parts:

(1) Approach

(2) Applications

(3) Examples

Approach

Sensitivity analysis is performed by simply repeating a project evaluation,

with each repetition based on a different value of the factor in question.

Applications

Sensitivity analysis is used in three main ways: (1) to identify critical

parameters, (2) to address "what if questions, and (3) to establish upper and

lower bounds for the estimated outcome. Sensitivity analysis is used to

identify the factors that are critical to a project's success by changing in

turn or in combination the values of factors in the analysis by given

per:entages and observing the corresponding percentage changes in the measure

of economic performance.



)

Sensitivity analysis is used to address "what if" questions (s4ch as how

worthwhile will the project be if a certain component lasts only half as long
0

as the manufacturer claims) by finding the outcome under the hypothesised

condition. The technique is used to set upper and lower bounds of estimated

outcome by repeating the 'analysis for the worst case and the best case.

Examples

Figure 6-1 illustrates a project choice that is sensitive to the length of

time over which the project will be required. For a study period. of less than

about 10 years, 8111ths the lower life-cycle cost, but for a study period

greater than 10 years, A has the lower life-cycle cost.

Figure 6 -2 illustrates the sensitivity of present value energy savings to the

rate' of energy escalation. Given a fixed discount rate of 7 percent and no

escalation, present value savings rise only slightly over time. But as the

escalation.rate increases to 7 percent and then 14 percent, the pres.mt value

savings rise sharply over time.

References:

See Workbook Section 13, Problem Set C, "Sensitivity Analysis Problem:

Insulation," and,Workbook Section 12, Problem Set B, "Computer Room Waite Heat

Recovery Problem."
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Section 7

Probability Analysis

Probability analysis is another technique for taking into account uncertain y

in economic evaluations. It relien on the use of probabilities rather than

repetition of the evaluation. Probability analysis is a useful approach when

(a) there is more than one possible condition, or "state of nature," which can

occur, (b) the project outcome may differ depending on the state that occurs,

and (c) the probability, or relative frequency, with which each possible state

is expected to occur can be used to calcu!Ite the average, or "expected,"

value of possible outcomes weighted according to their frequency of

occurrence. The following four sections provide a brief treatment of the

topic:

(1) Approach

(2) Problem Illustration--Calculating Expected Values

(3) Decision Trees

(4) Computer Simulations

Approach

(1) List the alternative coursesfaction under consideration for which a

decision is to be made. For example, which of two project alternatives,

Project A cw. Project B, should be selected?

(2) List the possible states which may be significant to the project decision.

For example, a component may function without failure (state 1), or it may

fail during the project study period (state 2).

85
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(3) For each state, estimate in turn the outcome if that state occurred and

each of the alternative courses of action were taken. For example, what is

the estimated life-cycle cost of Project A if state 1 occurs; what is the

life-cycle cost of Project B if stote,1 occurs; and what are the life -cycle

costs of each project if state 2 occurs? [Note that this is in effect

sensitivity analysis using the conventional evaluation techniques considered

previously.]

(4) For each possible state, it can now be determined which course of action

would be best if it were known with certainty that the state in question would

occur. Project B might be found to be the more cost-effective project if

state I occurred with certainty, and Project A the more cost-effective project

if state 2 occurred with c;,.:rtainty. [Note that one course of action might be

preferred, or "dominant," for all states, in which case the desired course of

action is clear. This means that the decision is not sensitive to the state

which occurs. But it the best course of action does depend on the state that

occurs, further analysis is required as described in steps 5-7 below.)

(5) Assign a probability to the likely occurrence of each state, making sure

that the probabilities of all of the states sum to 1.0. (The previous

statement assumes one and only one of the states occurs). For example, state

I, no component failure, may be expected to'occur 60 percent of the time, and

state 2, failure, 40 percent of the time. [Note that these probabilities may

he based on statistical observation of the frequency of failure in like or

similar components, or they may be based on a measure of the degree of belief

that tho respective stater will occur.)

7-2
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(6) Calculate the expected value of each course of action. This is done for

a course of action by multiplying the value which would result from that

course of action under each state of nature by the probability that the state

of nature will occur, and summing the results. For example,

EVA P1 xAl P2 xA2 6°. Pn xAn

where EVA expected value of a given course of action, A,

Pn
the probability of a given state occurring, where the subscript

indicates states 1 to n, and

xAn i the estimated value associated with the given course cf action, it,

if the state designated by the subscript n were to occur

with certainty.

(7). Choose the course of action according to the expected value criterion, i.e.,

minimize the expected value of cost or maximize the expected value of net

benefits. This decision process, based on expected va14s, is illustrated in

the hypothetical example which follows.
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.12

Problem Illustration--Calculating Expected Values

(Note: This is a hypothetical problem intended only to illustrate the
technique.]

The problem is whether or not to install an emergency power generator for

"refrigerated storage in a Federal warehouse facility. Theagenerator costa

$5,000 to purchase and install, and is expected to have no other significant

costs over its estimated 10 year life. . Two courses of action are to be

considered: Course A, do not install the generator; and°Course B, install the

generator.

The rationale for installing the emergency generator is to protect against

losses of stored goods which will result if there is a power failure lasting

more than four houri. Based on past experience, the electric utilit; predicts

the probability of a single occurrence within the period of a year of power

failure exceeding four hours to be .005. The Federal agency estimates the value

of losses per event of major power failure to be $50,000 without the generator,

and $0 with the generator.

The decision maker wishes to make the decision on the basis of minimizing the

expected value of the overall cost of the operation. Should the generator be

installed? (Assume that a 10 percent discount rate applies.)



SOLUTION

Table 7-1. Annualized Cost of Alternative Actions Under Possible States of

Nature

Courses of Action

A (Do Not Install Generator)

B (Install Generator)

Annualized Cost
State 1

No Power Failure
.995)

$0

$815a

Given State
State 2

Power Failure

$50,000,

$815a

a The annualized cost of installing the generator is $5,000 x .163 $815,

where $5,000 is the initial cost and .163 is the Uniform Capital Recovery

Factor for 10 years and 10 percent.

Expected Value Calculations:

EVA [(0) (.995)] + [($50,000) (.005) ]

$250.

EVB [($5,000) (463) (.995)] + [($5,000) (.163) (.q05)]

$815.

(Note that EVB can be found simply as ($5,000)(.163), because according to

problem assumptions the cost of installing the generator is $5,000 regardless of

r,-
r the state. The calculation is shown broken down into elements for each state of

nature to portray the more general case. For example, if a power failure would

result in partial losses despite the installation of the generator, then the

cost of Action B would be a funcl:ion of the State of Nature.)

Decision:

Do not install the emergency generator.

.4r7.1"11%,
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Decision Trees Ots

Decision trees are useful schematic forms for depicting .n a decision framework

alternative (outcomes resulting from probabilistic events. A decision tree for

the illustrative problem is shown below. Decision trees are constructed from

left to right and are analyzed from right to left. Boxes are used to indicate

controllable (decision) points and circles for uncontrollable (chance) events.

$250

DECISION TREE

$250
do not install-generator

install generator
$815

power failure $50,000

(.005)

no power failure $0
(.995)

power failure $5,000x.163
(.005)

no power failure $5,000x.163
( MUM

Computer Simulation

Computer simulation is generally required when probability distributions are

used for a number of input values. The computer is programmed to select a value

at -andom from each of the invt Lstributions, and to compute a measure of
,

1 -6
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economic performance (such

This operation is repeated many tim

0

as net savings) for each set of data.so selected.

the output. Statistical analysis o

, generating a probability distribution of

the output distribution can then be used to

provide the decision maker with a me sure of the degree of dispersion, the risk

associated with the project, as well as the expected va'ue.

Reference: See Workbook Section 13, Problem Set C, "Problem in Probability

Analysis: Heat Pump Versus Solar Energy System."



Section 8

Break-Even Analysis

Break-even analysis is a technique used to solve for the value of a selected

parameter which will equate benefits and costs. It is useful in a variety of

decision making applications, usually in a supporting or supplementary role to

other evaluation techniques. This section provides a brief introduction to

the use of break-even analysis in the following three parts:

(1) Approach 1

(2) Applications

(3) Break-Even Analysis Problem Illustration: Make-Buy Decision

Approach

Select a critical parameter, the value of which is uncertain, and treat that

parameter as an unknown. Construct an equation which sets present value

benefits equal to present value costs (or the costs of alternatives equal to

one another, depending on the nature of the problem), entering into the

equation the unknown parameter. Solve for the value of the plrameter. The

solution value Is the minimum or maximum value which that parameter can take

and still have the pro.,;:ct be minimally cost effective. For example, the

break-even purchase and installation. cost would indicate the maximum amount

that a project could cost initially and be minimally acceptable, other things

being equal. To evaluate 'project ,ecceptability, the decision maker must

consider the likelihood that the actual value of the parameter will be greater

or less than the solution value.



a

Applications

One type of application for the break-even technique is in making decisions

that result in the substitution of coats that are relatively fixed for costs

4

that are relatively variable. Examples include decisions to own versus to

lease buildings and equipment; to produce an item internally versus to buy it

outside; and to use labor-intensive versus. capital- intensive production
4 0

techniques.

Break-even analysis is useful to address the problem of uncertainty associated

with many different kinds of projects by helping to establish the boundaries

within which a project will be cost effective. Fox example, the technique can

be used to find break-even investment cost, break-even energy savings,

break-even system life, and the minimum or maximum required value of

iN

practically any other parameter critical to project success.

The break-even technique is widely used by private business tc estimate the

minimum requirements necessary for successful operdtions, such es the minimum

sales required to cover total costs.



Break-Even Analysis Problem Illustration: Make-Buy Decision

This hypothetical problem is intended only to illustrate the

technique.]

Problem Statement: A temporary Federal facility in Pennsylvania, now in the

planning stage, will have a demand for steam. But at this time only a very

rough estimate of the quantity demanded is available.

An outside source has expressed interest in supplying the steam requirements

at an initial price (PP) of $10.00 per Mlb of steam supplied at the building

boundary, with a subsequent annual escalation of price equal to the annual

change in the GNP price deflator index plus 5 percent. The source appears

reliable and compatible with other aspects of the facility's plan.

Preliminary estimates of the administrative, srace, equipment, and maintenance

costs required for in-house production are as follows:

Allocated Space (S): $20,000

Administrative (A): $10,000/yr.

Equipment, Purchase and Installation (E): $200,000

Equipment, Maintenance (M): $5,000/yr.

(These are rough estimates because they are dependent to some extent on the

quantity of steam to be generated which is not known at this time. However,

the cost analyst thinks tte cost estimates are relatively accurate because of

the large element of fixed costs involved.)

Additional information required to determine the cost of in-house production

is as follows:
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Price of Coal per ton (PC): $45.00

:nticipated Plant Efficiency (Eff): 65%

Required Length of. Service (N): 8 years

Anticipated Salvage at the End of 8 Years (S): 0

Btu C1
ontent per Thousand Pounds (M1b) of Steam: .1.05 x 106Btu

Btu Content per Ton of Coal:, 22.5 x 106Btu

The facility planners are trying to decide whether to recommend that the steam

requirements be met through the outside supplier or by in-house production.

They believ4 life-cycle cost differences should be the deciding factor.

However, they are having difficulty with this comparison due to the

uncertainty regarding the amount of steam that wi.: be demanded.

To do:

Assist theth with their decision by estimating the minimum quantity of annual

steam demand necessary for cost-effective in-house production.

Solution:

Step 1. Equate the cost of purchase with the cost of production, entering
the quantity of steam demanded as the unknown variable; i.e.,

ZMlb 1.05x106Btu/Mlb

PP ZMlb ;UPW*8yr, 7%,5% S + E + [(A+M) UPW8yr, 74 +
0.65 22.5x106Btu/ton

pc .UPW*8yr,7%,DoE3
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Step 2. Solve for break-even level of steam, Mlb; i.e.,

1+0.05

$10.00 ZMlb
0.07-0.05

[

ZMlb 1.05x1061itu/Mlb

5.9d+ $45/ton 7.37

0.65 22.51006Btu/ton

1+0.05

1+0.07

't

$20,000 + $200,000 +1(10,000+5,000)=4

$73.56 ?Alb . $220,000 .+$89,550 + 23.81 ZMib

$49.75 ZMlb $309,550 \'

Z i 6,222 Mlb.

Step' 3. Draw Conclugion, i.e.,

For cost-effective production of steam in-house, the annual demand must be

greater than about 6,000 Mib. Due to the large component of,,,fixed cost for

in-house steam production, less steam consumption could more economically be

purchased from outside. Higher consumption, c the other hand, would help

reduce the cost per pound for in-house production and thereby likely make it

cheaper than the fixed price per pound of steam purchased from the outside.

References:

Other Problem Examples: See Workbook Section 12, Problem Set B, "Computer

Room Waste Heat Recovery Problem," and Workbook

Section 14, PrObrelfi Set D, "Team Problem--Break-

Even Orders for a Computerized Procurement System."
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Section 9

Replacement Decisions

Replacement Theory or Analysis is a methodology for finding the economic life,

that is, the service interval for equipment and facilities for which

life-cycle costs for a given level of service will be minimum or net benefits

will be maximized. It is briefly treated here in the following two parts

because replacement decisions go hand-in-hand with other project investment

decisions:

(1) Approach

(2) Illustrative Problem: Determining Optimal Replacement of Like

Equipment

Approach
-_::7

The customary approach for determining the optimal service interval is to

compute the annualized costs for different service intervals and select the

interval that minimizes Annual cost. For certain kinds of problems such as

those involving relatively short, well-defined time periods, it maybe more

convenient to minimize present value costs.

a



IlluGtrative Problem: Determining Optimal Replacement of Like Equipment

[Note: This hypothet.:. Oroxample is intended only to illustrate the
technique.]

Question: How frequently should a given piece of equipment (EA) be replaced?

Data and Assumptions:

o Identical constant dollar costs (C) for present and future replacement
units of EA of $20,000

o Uniform benefits

o Long duration of service

o The following are regale values (S) and operation, maintenance, and repair
costs (O+M +R) for each year the equipment is in service:

Year
in

Service

Resale
Value

(constant $)

O+M +R

Cost
(constant $)

1 12,000 2,000

2 10,000 3,000

3 8,000 4,000

4 6,000 r, 5,000

5 '2,000 6,000

.,,prr,ch: Find the number of years until replacement (n) for which the

annue,1 .ed cost (AC(n)) is minimum, where
n

AC(n) [C - (S(n) x SPW(n)) + [(0+M+R)j x SPWi] l x UCR(n)

Solution:
ft.

98
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AC (n) =

AC (1) =

AC (2) =

AC (3) =

AC (4)

AC (5) =

ti

Step 1. Calculate annual costs for different values of n.

O

n

[C (S(n) x SPW(n)) + [(0+Mil-R1) x SPA]] (UCR(n))

J =I 1

[[$20,000 (12,000 K 0.93)] + (2,000 x 0.93)] 1.07) sx $11,449

[[$20,000 (10,000 *0.87)] + [( 2,000 x 0.93) + (3,00G x 0.87)]]

(0.553) = $8,721

[[$20,000 (8,000 x + [(2,000 x 0.93) (3,000 x 0.87) +

(4,000 x 0.82)1] (0.381) mi $8,073

n$20,000 (8,000 x 0.76)] + [(2,000 x 0.93) + (3,000 x 017) +

(4,000 x 0.82) + (5,000 x 0.78)1] (0.295) xi $7,962

[[$20,000 (2,000 x 0.71)] + [(2,000 x 0.93) + (3,000 x 0.87) +

(4,000 x 0.82) + (5,000 x 0.76) + (6,000 x 0.71)11 (0.244) == $3,391



Step 2. Compare the annual costs for different replacement times and
identify the replacement time for which annual cost is lowest.

YEAR
IN

SERVICE

0

2
3
4
5

RESALE
VALUE

20,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
2,000

ANNUAL O&M
COSTS

0
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
6,000

100
9-4

EQUIVALENT
ANNUAL COST

0
11,449

8,721
8,073
7,962*
8,391
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New Information: Now assume that it is approaching the scheduled time in 1984

for replacing the equipment (EA), based on the preceding analysis. However,

new information has been received that an improved piece of equipment (Ell),

will be available in 1985. An analysis of Ell indicates that its annualized

costs will be about $5,000 if it is replaced every six years. This new

scenario is illustrated by figure 9-1.

Question: What decision do we make for 1984?

Approach: Identify alternative actions that might be taken, and compare

present value costs for the period 1984-1988 under the alternative actions.

Then select the action that is estimated to result in the lowest present

value. (It is.only necessary to consider the period 1984-1988, because the

new equipment EB will be introduced no later than 1988 and, once introduced,

it will have a replacement schedule of every six years).

c
Solution: Three alternative actions are identified and their present value

costs estimated, as shown in figure 9-2. The third action listed, "Keep

existing equipment until 1985, then innovate," is estimated to be the.

cost-effective decision.

References: Also see Workbook Section 14, Problem Set D, "Team Problem:
Determining Optimal Retirement of Equipment."

102
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IP

Figure 9-1

DETERMINING REPLACEMENT WITH UNLIKE EQUIPMENT

AC Scheduled
Scheduled

replacement
replacement

AC($) EA
EA(4)

8,000

5,000

1

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

Improved
equipment is
expected to

become avallabl6

What decision do we make for 1984 ?

9-7
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Figure 9-2

SOLUTION: COMPARE PV COSTS FOR 19841988
UNDER ALTERNATIVES

Replace in 1984 with EA and wait until 1988 to innovate

476%

PV = $8,000 x 3.39 = $27,120

Replace In 1984 with EA and innovate In 1965

44" of e eib .1*
($12,000 x 0.93)J + ($2,000 x 0.93) + ($5,000 x 2.62 x 0.93)

Otte
PV = [$20,000 -

mi $22,993

Keep existing equipment until 1985, then innovate

PV = [96,000 ($2,000 x 0.93)] + ($6,000 x 0.93) + [$5,000 x 2.82 x 0.93]
$21,P03

'This Is the decision that minimizes presept value costs. After Es Is adopted in
11166, it would than be replaced every 6 years.

104
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Section 10

Worksheets

to

This section contains six sets of worksheets for solving retrofit building

problems and one set for selecting among alternative new building designs.

They are provided as aids in organizing the data and performing the

calculations to solve problems presented in Sections 11 and 12. Problem 2

in Section 11 and problems 1 and 3 in Section 12 require one set.of

retrofit worksheets each. Problem 2 in Section 12' required' three sets of

retrofit worksheets. Problem 3 in Section 11 uses the set of new building

design worksheets.



aw

Building Description:

Location

RETROFIT LCC WORKSHEETS

Identifying Information

DoE Region

Functional Use

Building type ( ) Residential

( ) Commercial
( ) Industrial

Remaining Life of Building

Project Description

Expected Project Life

Length of Study Period (Not to Exceed 25 years)



RETROFIT LCC VORKSHIET (Concinued)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

t

A. Calculating the Present Value of Energy Costs Without the Retrofit

TYPE

CO % 4
ANNUAL UNITS or
ENERGY FORMASED

(2)

EASE-TEAR
ENERGY PRICE

PER uwrr

(1).c 2
(3)

(
.

RASE-TEAR
ENERGY COSTS

(4)

DPW*
FACTOR

3) (4 )=.
(x5)

PRESENT VALUE
OF ENERGY 9OSTS

..----

ELECTRICITY
$

.-

'

,..

.4

EASE
CHARGE

A

$

.,.

$

DEMAND
CHARGE

$
TLME OF
ME CHARGE

$ $

CONTRACT
CAPACITY
CHARGE

$

,

1.

'.

OTHER
CHARGE
CteiPOIMNT

OM
.

CAS

OTILU ....----

TOM -4411111101°'..AllgiallWillii"

B.- Calculating Inveatment Costa for the Existing Systea.Without the Retrofit

(l) Ease -Tent. Tema's, Salvage, or Reuse Value of the Existing Symms to be Replaced

(2) Base-Tear Renovation Cost. for the Existing System if the Retrofit Project is

Roc Inplocented

C. Calculating Annually Recurring Nonfuel Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Costsvilithont

the Retrofit

(1)X (1)'

(1) (2) (3)

/mount of Annually Recurring UPW Tactor Present Value of Annually

Costs in Base Tear
Recurring Costs

10-3107



RETROFIT LCC WORKSHEETS (Continued)

411

D. Calculating Nonannually Recurring O&M (Nonfuel) Costs, Replacement Costs, and Salvos. Value Without the
Retrofit.

(1)
TEAR IN
VRICR

EXPENDITURE
IS EXPECTED
TO OCCUR

(2)

AMOUNT or NON-
ANNUALLT

RECCURRING 04M
COSTS (IN MSE-

TEAR $)1

S3)
AMOUNT OF
REPLACMENf
COSTS (IN

BASE -YEAR 01

(4)

AMOUNT OF
SALVAGE
VALUE (IN

RASE-TEAR 8)4

--(2)x(5)
(3)

SPV
!ACTORS

(6)

PRESENT
VALUE 07
NOM-
ANNUALLY
RECURRING
04K COSTS

(3)(7x(5)=
)

. PRESENT
ULM OF
REPLACLIENT

.

(4)=WOur
(8)

PRESENT
VALUE OF
SALVAGE
?AIME

.

a

, \ A

.

.

b.

a

TOTAL

. .4111111111111111

----

E. Calculscing TLCC Without the Retrofit

41.10111

(1) Present Value of Energy Costs : A(5) Total

(2) Printout Value of Investment Costs : B(1) or (2)
(3) Present Value of Annually Recurring (Nonfuet) OtIM Costs: C(3) + $

(6) Present Value of Nonannuelly Rocurting (Weans') CliM Costs: D(6) Total
(3) Present Value of Replacement Costs : D(7) Total s

(6) Present Value of Salvage : D(8) Total
(7) II= without the Retrofit: (1)+(2)+(3)(4)+(5)-(6)I

I

6

0.1100

I Porletamplo, it nonannually recurring (eontutl) O&M costa, replaces/ant costa, or 'Alaimo value occur in 1990
end you are using 1982 as the boas year, base-year dollars means stating the 1990 costs to 1982 dollars, i.e..
without future Inflation.

10-4
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sznom LCC WORKSHEETS (Continued)

Parts 10 through J Calculate ?ICC with the Retrofit

I. CALE the Present ?slue of Met Loots Vith the Retrofit

TYPE

(1)

ANNUAL UNITS OF
ENERGY PURCHASED

...,

,t)

BAST -YEAR

ENERGY PRICE
PER UNIT

11)x(2).
0)

BASE-YEAR
EM' MY COSTS

(4)

VPV*
?ACTOR

(3)x(..
(5)

4)

PRESENT VALUE
OF ENERGY COSTS

ELECTRICITY

,

ws

_

$

No,

.

SASE

\CHANGE
,\--\----
DMAND
CRAWS

$

r,

$ IMI1....NO

TDCZ Of
DLY MARGE

$

,

$

CONTRACT
CAPACITY
CHARGE

4
Mr-----.
MARGE
CCHPONENT

$

OIL .

CAS

On=

TOTAL
,

--1111191111PP.41

'C. Calculating Investment Costa with the Retrofit

(1) Estimated Actual Investment Costs for the Retrofit Project

(2) Investment Cost Adjustment Factor

(3) Adjusted Investment Costs for the Retrofit Project : (1)x('..)

(4) !lase -Tear Renovation Costa for the Existing System if the

Retrofit Project is Implemented

(5) TwIal Adjusted 1"?..esent Value Ilvestment Costs Attributable

to the Retrofit Project : (3)+(4)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



RETROFIT LCC WURESNEETS (Continued)

K. Calculating Annually Recurring (Nonfuel) Operation and M.Intanance (06M) Costs With the Retrofit

(1) (2)
Amount of Annually Recurring UPW Factor

Costa in Bees Year

(1iX
(3)

Present Value of Annually
Recurring Costs

$

I. Calculating Nonannually Recurring (Nonfuel) Cu M Coate, Replacement Coats, and Salvage Value With the
Retrofit

(1)

TEAR IN
WHICH

EXPENDITURE
IS EXPECTED
I0 OCCUR

(2)

AMOUNT or NON- I
ANNUALLY

RECURRING O&M
COSTS (IN SASE-

TEAR 01

(3)
ANC= Or

REPLACEMENT
COSTS (IN

VASE-YEAR 3)1

(4)
AMOUNT or
SALVAGE

VALUE (L4
LASE - .AR 3)1

(5)
SPW

FACTORS

(2)X (5)0g
(

russn
VALET OF
NON-
ANNUALLY
RECURRING
CAN COSTS

(3145)n

PRESENT
VALUE OF

REPLACEMENT

(43) )7+:0)0

PRESENT
VALUE OP
SALVAGE
VALVE

,..,

.

TOTAL

4410

J. Calculating TLCC With the Retrofit Project

(I) Present Value of Energy Costa: F(5) Total
(2) Present Value of Adjusted Investment Costs: C(5)

(3) Present value of Annually Recurring (Nonfuel) 04M Costs : H(3)

(4) Present Value of Nonannualli Recurring (Nonfuel) 044 Costs : 1(6) Total
(5) Present Value of Replacement Costal 1(7) Total
(6) Prespnt Value of Salvage 1(8) Total
(7) TLCC With the Retrofit Project: (1)+(2)+(3)(4)4(5)-(6)

I See footnote on Part D for elplanation.
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PETRO/PIT LCC VORKSKEETS (Continued)

K. Net Savings or Excise Cost of the Retrofit Project

(I) 'MCC without the Retrofit E(7)

(2) TLCC with the Retrofit J(7)

(3) Net Savings (+) or net losses (-) ; (1)(2)

. SIR. Calculation

$

$

+ ) s

(1) SIX Numerator

(s) Energy Cost Savings from the Retrofit : E(1)J(1)

(b) Change in Nonfuel.OSM Costs; (J(3)+(4)][E(3)+(4)]

(c) SIR h'uperator (a)-(b)
11

(2) SIR Denominator

(a) Adjusted Differential.
Investment Cost : J(2)-E(2)

(b) Change in Replacement Cost. ; i(5)E(5)

(c) Change in Salvage Value ; J(6)-E(6)

(d) SIR Denominator : (a)+(3)(C)
.11

(3) SIR for Ranking the Retrofit Prolict (1) (c)-(2) (d)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Building Description:

Location

DoE Region

Functional Use

Building type (

(

(

RETROFIT LCC WORKSHEETS

Identifying Information

) Residential
) Commercial
) Industrial

Remaining Life of Building

Project Description

Expected Project Life

tenzth of Study Period (Not to Exceed 25 years)

112
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RETROFIT LCC WORXSHEET (Continued)

A. Calculating the Present Value of Energy Costs Without the Retrofit

TYPE

(1)

ANNUAL UNITS or
ENERGY PURCHASED

(2)

SASE-TEAR
ENERGY PRICE
PER mar

(1),C (2 al
(2)

BASE-MR
ENERGY COSTS

(4)

UM*
FACTOR

(3):C(4)'
(2)

PRESENT VALUE
OF ENERGY COSTS

ELECTRICITY
$

BASE
CHARGE

3 $

DEMAND
CHARGZ

$ $

TIME OF
DAY CHARGE

$
$

CONTRACT
CAPACITY
CHARGE

$ Mr--
CHARGE
COMPONENT

$

OIL

GAS

QTRZ2
.

TOTAL
-..aNdigin M. I 41I sal .1I I I I I II I I I IOP. b-_...ellakie. ...'I I 1Ili I I I I I I I1 I .1°...geigilliki41..111W_.dI110

B. Calculating tovestaeut Costs for the Ex.stiog System Without the Retrofit

(I) Rase -Tear Resale, Salvage, or Reuse Value of the Existing System to be Replaced

(2) Base-Tear Itenovation Costs for the Existing System if the Retrofit Project is

Not Implexented

C. Calculating Annually Recurring Nootuel Operation and Nalateassue (04M) Coats Without

the Retrofit

gp.MINIA.

(1)
(2) (3)

Amount of Annually Recurring VPV Factor Present Value of Annually

Costs in Sage Tear
Recurring Costs

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
10 -9113
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RETROFIT LCC %MUSK:ETAS (Continued)

D. Calculating Nonannually Recurring 04M (Nonfuel) Costa, Replacement Costs, and Salvage Value Without the
Retrofit.

(1)
YEAR IN
WHICH

EXPENDITURE
IS EXPECTED
TO OCCUR

(2)
AMOUNT or NON-

ANNUALLY
RECCURRING 04M
cosrs (IN LASE-

YEAR 3)1

(3)
AMOUNT or
REPLACEMENT
COSTS (IN

BASE -YEAR S)I

(4)
AMOUNT OF
SALVAGE
VALUE (IN

BASE-YEAR 3)1

(3)
SFW

FACTORS

x(5)=12/
6)

PRESENT
VALUE OF
NON-
ANNUALLY
manna
04M COSTS

v(5)-(3)01
PRESENT
VALUE OF
REPLAMENT

(4)x(5)84
(8)

PRESENT
VALUE OF
SALVAGE
VALUE

-.

--- ,

- .1.... ...wee

I
. .

TCITAL

'611111110%11111111b1.441111111111°11

Z. Calculating TLCC Without the Retrofit

(1)

=111
Present Talus of Energy Coats : A(5) Total

(2) Present Value of Investment Costs : 8(1) or (2) + $ .11111111.1

(3) Present Value of Annually Recurring (Nonfuel.) 0411 Costs : C(3) + s

(4) Present Value of Nonennually Recurring (Nonfuel) 0411 Costs: D(6) Total + S

(5) Present Value of Replacement Costs : D(7) Total +

(6) Present Value of Salvage : D(8) Total
(7) TUC Without the Retrofit: (1)+(2)+(3)+(4)+(5)-(6)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

I For example, it nonannually recurring (nonfuel) 04M coots, replaceseat coots, or selvage value occur in 1990
and you are using 1982 as the base year, base-year dollars meana'stating the 1490 costs in 1962 dollars, i.e.,
without future inflation.

10-10
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RETROFIT LCC WORKSHEETS (Continued)

Arts T through J Calculate TLCC with the Retrofit

F. Calculating the Present Value of Fuel Costs With the Retrofit

TYPE

(I)

ANNUAL UNITS OF
ENERGY ?GROUSED

(2)
RAS:-YEAR

ENERGY PRICE
PER UNIT

(1)xt-2)
(3)

RASE-YEAR
ENERGY COSTS

(4)

Urilk

!ACTOR

(3))c(40=
(5)

llama VALUE
- OF ENERGY COSTS

-...
ELECTRIC:TT

_

RASE

CHARGE

$

DEMAND
CHARGE

A

$
$ f

TIME OY
OAT CHARGE

$
cosrma
CAPACITY
CHARGE

$

OTKER
CHARGE
CCNYONEVf

.

OIL

CAS

....._---

trl. ER

r

1 orn 6111110
441111

C. Calculating Investment Costs with the Retrofit

(t) Estimated Actual Investment Coats for the Retrofit Project

(2) Investment Cost Adjustment Factor

(3) Adjusted Investment Costs for the Retrofit Project : (1.)X(2)

(4) Sese-Year Renovation Costa for the Existing System if the

Retrofit Project is Implemented

(5) Total Adjusted ftesent Value Investment Costs Attributable

to the Retrofit ProjeLz : (3 )+ (4 )

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

0111.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

RETROFIT LCC WORXSHEETS (Continued)

R. Calculating Annually Recurring (Nonfuul) Operation and Maintenance (CAM) Costa With the Retrofit

(1) (2)
Amount of Annually Recurring UFW ?actor

Coate to Sae. Tear

(I-Pc(-2)=
(3)

Irmo value of Annually
lacTing Costa

I. Calculating Nonannuallydlecurring (Nonfuel) 06M Coats, Replacement Costa, and Salvage Value With the
Retrofit

Cl)
TEAR IN
WHICH

EXPENDITURE
IS EXPECTED
TO OCCUR

(2)

AMOUNT OF NON-
ANNUALLY

RECURRING 0&M
COSTS (IN SASE-

TEAK 01
-...

(3)

AMOUNT 0?
REPLACEMENT
COSTS (IN

BASE-YEAR S)1

(4)
AMOUNT OF
SALVAGE

VALUE (L4

RASE-TEAR 01

(5)
SFr

?ACTORS

(2M(5)=

F2ESENT
VALUE OF
NON-
ANNUALLY
RECURRING
CAM cosrs

(3)x,(5),tn
rusra
VALE:: 0!

pinAcztan

(4)(5).,
(8)

PRESENT
VALUE OF
SALVACZ
VALUE

......

,

....___

.-..

ra-t%
.... . .. '4411111111111111 44111110

...

J. Calculating TLCC With the Retrofit Project

11111

(1) Prement

(2) ?resent

(3) Present

(A) Present

(5) Present

(6) Present

Value

Value

Value

Value

Value

Value

(7) TLCC With the

of Energy Co.. l: F(S) Total
of Adjusted Investwnt Costs: C(5)

of Annually Recurring (Uonfuel) C&M Costs : 11(3)

of Nonannually Recurring (Nootile') OAK Costs : 1(6) Total.
of Replacenent Costa 1 I(7) Total
of Salvage : I(8) Total
Retrofit Project: (1)+(2)+(3)+(4)+(5)-(6)

al

See footnote on Part D for explanation.

10-12
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RETROFIT LCC VORXZEZETS (Continued)

K. Nat Savings or Excess Coat of the Retrofit Project

TLCC without the Retrofit : E(7)

(2) TLCC with the Retrofit 3(7)

(3) Net Savings (9) or net losses (-) : (1)-(2)

L. SIR Calculation

(1) SIR Numerator

(a) Energy Cost Savings from the Retrofit : E(1).1(1)

(b) Change in Nonfue1.001 Costs: (J(3) +(4)] (E(3) +(4)]

(c) SIR Ifumerptor : (a)(b)
(2) SIX Denominator

(a) Adjusted Differential. Investment ,7ost : 3(2)E(2)
(b) Change in Replacement Costs : J(5)-1(5)

(c) Change in Salvage Value : J(6)E(6)
SIR Denominator : (a)+(b)(c)

(3) SLR for Ranking the Retrofit Project : (1)(c)t(2)(d)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Building Description:

Location

DoE Region

RETROFIT LCC WORKSHEETS

Identifying Information

Functional Use

Building type ( ) Residential
( ) Commercial

( ) Industrial

Remainingtife of Building

Project Description

Expected Project Life

Length of Study Period (Not to Exceed 25 years)



RETROFIT LCC WORKSHEET (Continued)

A. Calculating the Present Value of Energy Costs VithnOt the Retrofit

TTPE

(1)

ANNUAL UNITS or
ENERGY PURCHASED

(2)

SASE-YEAR
ENERGY PRICE

PER UNIT

(1)X(2-F-1 9----'rSi4)In
()

SASE-YEAR
:NEWT COSTS

(4)

VFW*
FACTOR

(5)

PRESENT VALUE
OT ENERGY COSTS

ELECTRICITY $ $

SASE
CHARGE

$
DEMAND
CHARGE

$
niZrOr--
Dkr CHARGE

$
CONTRACT
CAPACITY
CHARGE

$
OTHER
CHARGE
COMPONENT

OIL

CAS
,

OTSEL
.........

MAL -"11111.1111114411111111111111

D. Calculating Invertnent Costs for the Existing System Without the Retrofit

(1) last -stuor Resale, Salvage. or Reuse Value of the Existing System to be Replaced

(2) Rase-Tear Renovation Costs for the Existing System if the Retrofit Project is

Not Implemented

C. Calculating Annually Recurring Nonfuel Operettas and Maintenance (0611) Costs Without

the Aetrof it

......... (1)Xti)"

Cl) (2) (3)

Amount of Annually Recurring UPW Factor Present Value of Annually

Costa in lase Tear Recurrini Costs

3

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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RETROFIT LCC WORKSHEETS (Continued)

D. Calculating Nonannually Recurring OiN (Nonfuel) Costs, Replacement Casts, and Salvage Value Without the
Retrofit.

(1)
YEAR TN
WHICR

EXPENDITURE
13 EXPECTED
TO OCCUR

(2)

AMOUNT OP NON-
ANNUALLY

FECCURRING 01M
COSTS (IN SASE-

YEAR 01

(3)

AMOUNT OF
REPLACEMENT
COSTS'(IN

BASE-YEAR S)1

(4)
AMOUNT OF
SALVAGE

VALUE (IN
BASE-YEAR 3)1

(3)
SPV

FACTORS

(2)x(5)
(6)

PRESENT
VALUE OF
NON-
ANNUALLY
RECURRING
0111 COSTS

(3)x(5).
(7)

PRESENT
VALUE C?

REPLACEMENT

(4)x())=
(8)

PRESENT
VA= OF
SALVAGE
VALUE

. .

.

TOTAL

1111iI..-asSfIggaSIIIesa.._4igillIll .41114111111111

Z. Calculating TLCC Without the Retrofit

(1) Present Value of Energy Costs : A(5) ToEill.

(2) Present Value of Investment Costa : B(1) or (2) + $
(3) Present Value of Annually Recurring (Nonfuel) Oili Costs: (:0) + $
(4) Present Value of Noneunually Recurring (Noafuel) 04M Coats: i)(6) Total' . $

(5) Present Value of Replacement Costs : D(7) Total + $

(6) Present Value of Salvage : D (8) Total,
(7) TLCC Without the Retrofit: (1)+(2)+(3) +(4 )+ (5 )- (6)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

I For example, if nonsnnually recurring (nOnfuel) 04M costs, replacement coats, or salvage value occur in 1990
and you are using 1982 as the base year, base-year dollars means 'tasting the 1990 costs in 1982 dollars, i.e.,
wtthont future inflation.

10-16
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RETROFIT LCC WORKSHEETS (Continued)

Parts F through J Calculste TLCC with the Retrofit

F. Calculating the Present Talus of Fuel Costs With the Retrofit

TYPE

(1)

ANNUAL UNITS 0?
ENEICY PURCHASED

(2)
RASE-YEAR

,ENERGY PRICE
PER UNIT

Cljx (2)1i
c3) ..

SASE-TZAR
ENERGY COSTS

(4)

WWI
FACTOR

(3)x (4 ),..
(5)

PRESENT VALUE
OT ENERGY COSTS

ELECTRIC=

.

$

SASE

CHARGE

$
$

=AND
CHARGE

$ 4

TIME CF
AVE CRAGS,,,

$

CONTRACT
CAPACITY
CHARGE

.

.

OTHER
CHARGE
caomur

OIL

CAS

oraz

Tarn
. . . a .or I I 1I I ll 111 I I oft..- _.4 I I I II I 1111I I Pi°--../ I Ilb I44 I I I II I I 10 *-111111.-

C. Calculating Investneat Costs with the Retrofit

(1) Estimated Actual Investment Costs for the Retrofit Project

(2) investment Cost Adjustment Factor

(3) Adjusted investmest Costs for the Retrofit Project : (1),C(2)

(4) Base -Tear Renovation Costs for the Existing System if the

Retrofit Project is Implemented

(5) Total Adjusted Present Talus Investment Costs Attributable

to the Retrofit project: (3)+(4)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

X



RETROFIT LCC WORKSHEETS (Continued)

H. Ca/cut/ming Annuallyitscurring (Mama) Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Costa With the Retrofit11
(1) (2) (3)

Amount of Annually Recurring rrw Factor Present Value of Annually
Costs in Rase Year Recurring Costs

$ S

I. Calculating Nonannually Recurring (Nonfnal) O &M Coats,.Replacement Coots, and Salvage Value With the
Retrofit

(1)

YEAR tN
WHICH

EXPENDITURE
IS EXPECTED
TO OCCUR

(2)

AMOUNT or PON-
ANNUALLY

RECURRING ,001

COSTS (IN BASE-
YEAR $)L

(3)
AMOUNT or

REPLACEMENT
. COSTS (IN
RASE-YEAR S)1

5

a

(4)

AMOUNT 0?
SALVAGE

VALUE (IN

SASE-YEAR 01

(5)
SW'

?ACTORS

.

(-2?- (5).
PRESENT
VALCE OF
NON-

ANNUALLY
ittamamc
04M COSTS

(31.-,s(5)-
PRESENT
VAL= or

REPLACEMENT

(4(10-5)-
PRESENT
VALUE OP
SALVAGE
VALUE

' .
.)

TOTAL

J. Calculating TLCC With the Retrofit Project

(1) Present Value of Energy Costa: F(S) Total
(2; Present Value of Adjusted Investnent Costs: CM
(3) Preuent Value of Annually Recurring (Nonfuel) 0,M Coats : 11(3)

(4) Present Value of Noneanually Recurring (Nonfuel) O&M Costs; I (b) Total
(5) Present Value of Replacement Casts 3 1.(7) Total +
(6) Present Value of Salvage ; 11(8) Total
(7) TLCC With the Retrofit Project: (1)+(2)+(3)+(4)+(5)-(6

era

1 See footnote un Part T) or explanation. BEST COPY AVAILABLE



RETROFIT LCC VORESNEETS (Continued)

X. Net Savings Jr Excess4Cost of the Retrofit Project

1/114

(1) TLCC withcut the Retrofit E(7)

(2) TLCC with the Retrofit : 3(7)

(3) Net Savings (+) or net losses (-) (1)-(2)

L. SIR Calculation

(1) SIR Numermtor

(a) Energy Cost Savings from the Retrofit : ;.2.)

(b) Change in Nonfuel. Costs:, [3(.3)+(4)NE(3)-1-(4)]

(c) SIR Numerator : (a)-(b) . $

(2) Ago? twooalusecr

. $
(a) Adjusted Differential Investment Cost : J(2)-E(2)

(b) Change in Replacement Costs : 3(5)-E(5) , + I
(c) Chang, in Sa lvsgm Value : J (6) -E (6) $

(d) SIR Denominator : (8)+(b)-(c) . $ .

(3) SIR fur Ranking the Retrofit Project : (3.) (c)t(2) (d)

iv

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Building Description:

Location

DoE Region

RETROFIT LCC WORKSHEETS

Identifying Information

Functional Use

.Building type ( ) Residential
( ) Commercial
( ) Industrial

Remaining Life of Building

Project Description

I

Expected Project Life

Length of Study Period (Not to Exceed 25 years)

2

124
10-20



RETROFIT LCC WORLSHEET (Continued)

A. Calculating the Present Talus of Energy Coots Without the Retrofit

TYPE

(1)

ANNUAL MIS 07
ENERGY PURCHASED

(2)

BASE-YEAR
ENERGY PRICE
PER um

(1.T(x (2)rn
3)

LASE-YEAR
ENERGY COSTS

(4)

DPW*
FACTOR

(3)x (4)a
(5)

!REMIT VALUE
OF ENERGY COSTS

ELECTRICITY $ $

$

$

3

RASE
CHARGE

$
DEMAND

CHARGE

$ Wing
DA,E CHARGE

$

CONTRACT
CAPACITY
CHARGE

$

r, CHARGE
COMPONENT

OIL

CAS
g

OTRE1

TOTAL 10° '4°410 1>"<". 0
B. Calculating investment Coats for the Existing System Without the Retrofit

.1111110 .01111110

(1) Lase -Yeer Hegel., Salvage, or Reuse Value of the Existing System to ha Replaced

(2) Base-Year Renovation Costs for the Existing System if the Retrofit Project is

Not Implemented

C. Calculating Annually Recurring Nonfuel Operation and Maintenance (04N) Coats Without

the Retrofit

$

(1) (2) (3)

Amount of Annually Recurring UPW Factor Present Value of Annually

Coats in Base Tear Recurring Costs

3

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

10-21
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LCC WORXSKLETS (Continued)

D, Calculating NonannualLy Recurring 0414 (Nonfuel) Coate. Replaceueut Costs, and Salvage Value Uithout the
Retrofit.

(1)
TEAR TN
WHICH

RXPENDITURE
IS EXPECTED
TO OCCUR

(2)
AMOUNT OF NON-

ANNUALLY
RECCURRING 0411
COSTS (IN RASE-

TEAR 5)1

(3)

AMOUNT OF
REPLACEMENT
COSTS (IN

LASE -YEAR 01

(4)

AMOUNT OF
SALVAGE

VALUE (IN
SASE-TEAR $)1

(5)

SPX
FACTORS

(2)x (5).
(6)

PRESENT
VALUE OF
NON-
ANNUALLY
RECURRING
06X COSTS

x (5).
(3)(7)
PRESENT
VALUE OF

REPLACEMENT

(4)x (5)
iN)

PRESENT
VALUE OF
SALVAGE
VALUE

.

....1

iCtrAL
,4411111100, "IWw- 10V. .

E. Calculating TLCC Without the Retrofit11,
(1)

(2)

Present Value of Energy Coate : Total

Prasent Value of Investment Costs : 13(1) or (2) +

I

$

(3) Present Value of Annually Recurring (Nonfuel) 0414 Costa: (:(3) + $

(4) Present Value of Normonually Recurring (Nonfuel) 0621 Coats: D(6) Total + $

(5) Present Value of Replacement Coate ; D(7) Total $

(6) Present Value of Selvage : D(8) Total
(7) TLCC Without the Retrofit: (1)+(2)+ (3)+(4)+(5)- (6)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

I for example, it sonannually (nonfuel) 0414 coats, replacement coats, or salvage value occur to 1990
sad you are using 1982 as the base year, ease -year dollar, means stating the 1990 coats in 1982 dollars, i.e..
without future inflation.

10-22



RETROFIT LCC WORKSHEETS (Contioued)

Parts P through J Calculate TLCC with the Retrofit

V. Calcl ting the ?resent Value of Fuel Costs Vith the Retrofit

TYPE

(I)

ANNUAL UNITS OP
ENERGY !MUSED

(2)

BAST-YEAR
ENERGY PRICE

PER WIT

(1)F)a
(3)
1K O

SASE-YEAR
ENERGY COSTS

(4)

UPW*
FACTO!!

(3)X(41)111
(5)

PRESENT VALUE
CT ENERGY COSTS

ZUCTUCITT

,..

$

v

RASE

CRAWS

$

DOWD
CRAWL

$ $

CUMOAT CHARGE

$ $

cony=
CAPACITY
CRARGII

$
Zatir
CHARGE
COKPONZIff

OIL

CAS

Orla2

tarAL
-441111IPIPP- IPPP-

G. Calculating Investment Costs with the Retrofit

(1) Estimated Actual /oveetmerlt Costa for the Retrofit Project

(2) Itvestaert Cost Adjustment Factor

(3) Adjusted Investment Coate for the Retrofit Project : (1)x(2)

(4) Nese-Peer Renovation Costs for the Existing Systole if the

Retrofit Project is leplemented

(3) Total Adjusted Present Pelui I-vestment Costs Attributable

to the. Retrofit Project: (3)+(4)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

10-23
MM.



liTRO7IT LCC WORKSHEETS (Continued)

N. Calculating Annually Recurringc(Nonfuel) Operation and Maintenance (0410 Coate With the Retrofit

(1)
Amount of Annually Recurring

Costa in Bees Tear

(2) (3)
VFW Factor Present Value of Annually

Recurring Coats

I. Calculating NonannuaLly Recurring (Nonfuel) 06M Costs, Replacenetc Costs, and Salvage Value With the
Retrofit

(1)
YEAR IN
WHICH

EXPENDITURE
IS EXPECTID
TO OCCUR

(2)

AMOUNT Of NON-
ANNUALLY

RECURRING 0614
COSTS (IN SASE-

YEAR 01

(3)
AMOUNT Of

REPLACEMENT
COSTS (IN

SASE-YEAR 5)1

(4)
AMOUNT OF
SALVAGE

VALUE (IN

SASZ-UAR 01

(5)

SP!'

FACTORS

(2?il (5).

PRESENT
VALUE 0?
NON-
AMA=
RECURRMG
04M COSTS

(313)(5)==

PILSEN?
VALUE OF

IEPLAIME100a

(4 )1c (5)1..
(a )

PRESENT
VALUE OF
SALVAGE
VALUE

i .

0%
0

. -

1

1 -

..

TOTAL

J. Calculating TLCC With the Ritinfit Project

(1) Present Value of Energy costs : F(5) Total
(2) Present Value of Adjusted Inveatnent Coats: 6(5)
(3) Present Value of Annually Recurring (Nonfuel) 06M Costs : H(3)
(4) Present Value of Nonannually Recurring (Nonfuel) 04M Costs: 1(6) Total
(5) Preoeut Value of Replacement Costal 1(7) Total
(6) Present Value of Salvage : 1(8) Total
(7) TLCC With the Retrofit Project : (1)4-(2)+(3)+(4)+(5)-(6)

I See footnote on Part I) for explanation.

I

10-24 128

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



2LTR4i LT LCC WOUSKEETS (Continued)

K. Net Savings or bites. Cost of the Retrofit Project

(1) IL4C without the Retrofit : E(7)

(2) TLCC with the Retrofit : J(7)

(3) Net Savings ( +) or net losses (-) (1)(2)

L. Silt Calculation

(1) SIR Nunerator

(a) Energy Cost Savings from the Retrofit : I:(1) -.J(1)

(b) Change in Nonfuel.O&M Costal

(c) SIR Macerator : (a)-(b)
(2) SIR Denominator

(a) Adjusted Differential Investment Cost : J(2)-E(2)
(b) Change in Replaceoect Costs : .7(5)E(5)

[J(3)+(4)]-(E(3)+(4)]

(c) Change in Salvage Value ; J(6)-E(6)
(d) SIR Denominator : (a)+(b)-(c)

(3) SIR for Ranking the Retrofit Project : (1) (c)t(2) (d)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

$

8

$

5
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Building Description:

Location

DoE Region

Functional Use

Building type (

(

(

RETROFIT LCC WORKSHEETS

Identifying Information

) Residential
) Commercial
) Industrial

Remaining Life of Building

Project Description

Expected Project Life

Length of Study Period (Not to Exceed 25 years)

4

130
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RETROFIT LCC WORZSHEET (Continued)

A. Calculating the Present Value of Energy Costs Without the Retrofit

TYPE

( 1)

ANNUAL uurrs OF
ENERGY PORCRASED

(2)

RASE-TEAR
ENERGY PRICE

PER UNIT

(1) x (2) ...

(3)

SASE-TEAR
ENERGY COSTS

(4)

UFW*
FACTOR

(1)x (4).
(3)

PRESENT VALUE
OF ENERGY COSTS

ELECTRICITY $ $

RASE
CRANE

$ $

IN24AND

CHARGE

$
TIME or
DAY CHANGE

$ $ -

courucr
CAPACITY
CHARGE

$
$

OTHER
MARGE
cal roma

ct t!..

GAS .....

cam

TOTAL WW111 .1110

S. Calculating toveatment Caste for the Existing System Without the Retrofit

(I) Rase-Tear resale, Salvage. or Reuse Value of the Existing Spate's to be Replaced

(2) Safe -Tear Renovation Costs for the Existing System if the Retrofit Project is

N Implemented

C. Calculating Annually Recurring Nonfuel Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Costs Without

the Retrofit

(17-Xt1P0

(1) (2) (3)

Amount of Annually Recurring UFW Factor Present Value of Annually

Costa in Mee Tear Recurring Costs

$

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



RETROFIT LCC WONICSKSZTS (Continued)

D. Calculating Nomtnnually Moseying 06M (Nontuill) Costs, Replacement Costs, and Salvage Value Without the
Retrofit.

Cl)

TEAR rs
WICK

IXIENDITURR
IS EXPECTED
TO OCCUR.

(2)
AMOUNT or NON-

ANNUALLY
RECCURRING 06M
COSTS (IN RASE-

TEAR 01

(3)

mom or
REPLACLNENT
COSTS (IN

SASE-TEAR 01

(4)

AMOUNT OF
SALVAGE
VALUE (IN

SASE-UAlt 01

(5)
SPW

?ACTORS

2
6
x
)

5)

PRESENT
VALUE OF
NON-
ANNUALLY
RECURRING
0611 COSTS

(2,3)(7)S)
PRESENT
VALVE 0?

REPLACEMENT

X
I)

PRESENT
VALUE OF
SALVAGE
VALUE

..

'.

,

.limdmir

r
,

r I
,

1 .1

.

TOTAL- 11111010%111il-.IIIIII -41 I °11 . -

Z. Calculating TLCC Without the Retrofit

(1) Present Value of

(2) Present Value of

(3) Present Value of

(6) Present Value of

(5) PresentValue of

(6) Present Value of

(7) TLC Without the

EmERY,Cevcs ; A(S) Total

InvestuentCoets: ii(1) Cqr (2)

Annually Recurring (Nonfuel) 0411 Costs: C (3)

Nonannually Recurring (Nonfuel) 0411 Costa: D(6) Total
Replacement Costs : D(7) Total
Salvage : D(8) Total
Retrofit: (1)+(2)+(3)+(4)+(5)-(6)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

GO

I Per ...sal., if sonannually recurring (oonfuel) 04N coats, replacement costs, or salvoes value occur in 1990
end you are using 1962 as the base year, lase -yasr dollars means stating the 090 costs In 1982 dollars, i.e.,
without future inflation. 10-28
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RETROTIT LCC WORISNEErS (Continued)

Parts f through J Calculate TUC with the Retrofit

P. Calculating the Present Value of Fuel Costa With the Retrofit

TYP'

Cl)

ANNUAL UNITS OF
ENERGY PURCHASED

(2)

SASE-YEAR
ENERGY PRICE

PER UNIT

(I)x(2)
(3)

SASE-YEAR
ENERGY COSTS

(4)

OR'*
FACTOR

(3)x(4)..
(5)

PRESENT VALUE
a ENERGY COSTS

mall= .

EASE
CHAR=

DEMAND

$
TIM Of
Da CHAR=

$ a,

CONTRACT
CAPACITY
CHUGS

$
OTMER
CRAWL
COMPONENT

OIL

GAS

OTHER

TOTAL .._. .

C. Calcmleting Investment Costs with tbs Retrofit

Estimated Ac(sal Investment Costs for the Retrofit Project

Investment Cost Adjustment Vector

Adjusted Investment Costs for the Retrofit Project : (1)x(2)

lase -Year Renovation Costs for the Existing System if the

Retrofit Project is Implemented

(5) Total Adjusted Ptesent Value Uvestment Costs Attributable

to the Retrofit project : (3)+(4)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

X
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RETROVIT LCC WORISMICTS (Continued)

v. Calculating Annually Recurring (Montuel).0peration and Maintenance (004) Costs With the Retrofit

(1)
Amount of Annually Recurring

Coate in Rase Tear

(2)
1111/ /actor

(I).x (2)'
.(5)

?reagent Value of Annually
Recurring Costs

I. Calculating Nonannually Recurring (Nonfuel) OGM Coats, Replacement Coots, and Salvage Velum Witt' can
Retrofit

(1)
TEAR IN
WHICR

EXPEND/TURZ
IS EXPECTED
TO OCCUR

(2)
AMOUNT Of MOM-. ,

ANNUALLY
RECURRING) 04M

COSTS (IN IASE
YEAR 01

(3)

AMOUNT Of
REPLACER:ENT
COSTS (IN

BASE- MEAL S)1

(4)
AMOUNT OP
SALVAGE

VALUE (IN

SASE TZAR 1)1

(5)
SW

TACTOU

(2) 5 (5)0

FUSER!
VALLI or
NON
ANNUALLY
RECURRING
06M COSTS

(3177)(5)
PRESENT
'ALOE OF
IXPLMMERT

(.4 )2C (5).
(1)

PURIM!
VALOZ Of
SALVAGE
VALOR

,

ToTAL

44IIIIIIIII

J. Calculating TLCC With the Ritiofit Project

(1) Present Value of Energy Costs: F(5) Total

(2) Present Value of Adjusted Investment Costs: (;(5)

(3) Present Value of Annually Recurring (Nonfuel) 04M Costs : 11(3)

(4) Present Value of Nonannually Recurring (Nonfuel) 06M Costs: 1(6) Total
(5) Trireme Value of Replacement Costs 1 1(7) Total
(6) Present Value of Salvage : 1(8) Total
(7) TLCC With the Retrofit Project: (1)+(2)+(3).4-(4 )+(5)- (6)

I see footnote en Part 1:0 for explanation. 10-30
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RETROP/T LCC WOUSWITS (Continued)

K. Vet Savings or Excess Cost of the Retrofit Project

(1) TLCC without the Retrofit : E(7)

(2) TLCC with the Retrofit : 3(7) .

(3) Net Savings (+) or net losses ( -) (1)-(2)

L. szu Calculation

(1) SIR Numerator

(a) Energy Cost Savings froa the Retrofit : E(1)-J(1)

(b) Change In Nonfuel, DAM Costs.:

(c) 11/1 Ihumeratoc : (a)-(b) 4.

(2) SIR Nominator

(a) Adjusted Differential Investment Cost : J(2)-E(2)

(b) Change In Replacement Costa ; .7($)-4E(5)

(c) Change in Salvage Value : J(6) -E(6)

(d) SIR Denoeinator (a)+(b)-(c)

(3) SIR for Ranking the Retrofit Project : (1) (C)±(2) (d)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1 0- 31 .13 5



Building Description:

Location

DoE Region

Functional Use

Building type (

(

(

RETROFIT LCC WORKSHEETS

Identifying Information

) Residential
) Commercial
) Industrial

Remaining Life of Building

Project Description

Expected Project Life

Length of Study Period (Not to Exceed,.25 years)

1

10-32 136
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RETROFIT LCC WORESKETT (Continued)

A. Calculating'the Present Value of Energy Costs Without the Retrofit

TYPE

(1)

ANNUAL UNITS or
SKR= FORCNASED

(2)-

BASE -YEAR

,EN ERCT PRICE

PER UNIT

(11X (i)'s
(3)

USE -TEAR
ENERGY COSTS

(4)

UPW+
fkCTOR

ELECTRIC/TT

111,

$
BASE

MARGE!

MIAMI
CHARGE

nerff
litT CRAKE

comuct
CAPACITY
CRAIG%

1 IMRE
OULU
COMPONENT

(3)x (4
(5)

PRESENT VALUE
Of ENERGY COSTS

I. Calculating Investment Coate for the Existing System Without the Retrofit

(1) Rene -Year leila1e, Salvage, or Rave Value of the Existing System to be Replaced

(2) Base-Year Renovation Costs for the Existing Symms* if the/Retrofit Project is

ireot implemented

C. Calculating Annually Recurring Nonfuel Operation and !mintrot (ORM) Costs Without

the Retrofit

(1)x(1)'

(1)
('). (3)

Amount of Annually Recurring
Imi . -...r Present Paine of Annually

Costs in lami. Tear
Recurring Costs

3

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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RETROFIT LCC WORKSHEETS (Continued)

D. Calculating Nonaioually Recurring O&M (Kontos') Costa, R.place ont Costs, and Salvage Value Without the

Retrofit.

(1)

TZAR IN
WHIC8

EXPENDITURE
IS EXPECTED
TO OCCUR

. (2)

AMOUNT OF NON-
ANNUALLY

RECCURRING O&M
COSTS (IN RASE-

TEAR $)1

(3)

mom or
REPLACEMENT
COSTS (IN

BASE-UAR $)1

/7...

(4)

AMOUNT or
SALVAGE

VALUE (IN
BASE-YEAR $)1

(3)
SPV

?ACTORS

,

--(2)x(5)==
c )

PRESENT
VALUE 0?
NON-
ANNUALLY
RECURRING
%K COSTS

(3) .(5) -(4)(()"
(7Y

PRESENT
VALUZ OF
REPLAMENT

(8)
PRESENT

VALUE Of .

SALVAGE
VALUE

e ,

'
. .

- .

s
.

TOTAL
1111°R°-,./lialbrk,.._I 1 4 I II I I 10%i ,.411111110 I 41 I 0 I . ---

E. Calculating TLCC Without the Retrofit

(1) Present Value of Energy Costa: A(5) Total

(2) Present Value of Investment Costs : BM Or (2) + $

(3) Present Value of Annually Recurring (Nonfuel) 04)4 Costs: C:(3) + $

(4) Present Talus of Nossonually Recurring (Noofuel) 04M Costs: D(6) Total + $

(5) Present Value of Replacement Costa : D(7) Total + $

(6) Present Value of Salvage : D(8) Total
(7) MCC Without the Retrofit: (l)+(2)+(3)+(4)+(5)-(6)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1 Tor example, if sonannually recurring (nonfuel) 04h coots, replacesiont costs, or salvage value occur in 1990
and you are using 1982 as the base year, ban. -dear skeane statiog the 1990 coots la 1962 dollar., i.e..
without future inflation.



RETROFIT LCC WORKSKEETS (Continued)

Ports 1, through J Calculate TLCC with the Retrofit

F. Calculating the Present Value of fuel Costs With the Retrofit

TIM

(1)

ANNUAL UNITS OF
ENERGY PORCOASE0

(2)

VASE-YEAR
ENERGY PRICE

PER umrr

Cl (2)-
3)
x

RASE-TEAR
ENERGY COSTS

(4)

UPW16

FACTOR

(Y)x(41)311
(3)

PRESENT VALUE
07 ENERGY COSTS

ELECTRICITY

-------------

.
A

$

----1..___-/

,

'or

RAUSE
CRAWS

$

111011.1 .O0

IMAM
CRAUTI

$ $

TIME Of
III CHARM

$
CONTRACT
CAPACITT
CRARGI .

8Mir
CRAW
COMPONENT

OIL

a

,

GAS

. .-
.

OMER

_ r

,

TOTAL >< °111111111111111 .

C. Calculating Tnvestnent Costs with the Retrofit

(1) Estimated Actual Investment Costs for the Retrofit Project

(2) Investment Cost Adjustment Factor

(3) Adjusted Investment Costs for the Retrofit Project : (1)X(2)

(4) lase -Tear Renovetioe Costs for the Existing System if the

Retrofit Project is Implemented

(5) Tfttal Adjusted recent Value Divestment Costs Attributable

to the, Retrofit Project: (3)+(4)

I

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

w
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RETROFIT LCC WORISHILIS (Continued)

R. Calculating Annually Recurring (Miguel) Operation and Maintenance (04M) Costs With the Retrofit

(I)

Amount of Annually Recurring
Costs in Base Tear

(2)

VPW ?actor

(.11X(2)14
(3)

Present Value of Annually
Recurring Coats

I. Calculating Nonannually Recurring (Nonfuel) 01111 Costs, Replacement Costs, and Salvage Value With the
Retrofit

(1)

TZAR DI
WR/CR

EXPENDITURE
IS EXPECTED
TO OCCUR

(2)
AMOUNT OF NON-

ANNUALLY
RECURRING O&M
COSTS (IN SASE-

TEAR SP

(3)

moor OF
REPLACEMENT
COSTS (IN

SASE-TEAL S)/

(4)

AMOUNT OP
. SALVAGE
VALUE (DI

'An-TAR $)1

(5)

SFr
FACTORS

(2N1(5)"

FLUENT
VALVE 0?
NON-
ANNUL=
RECURRING
am COSTS

(31f)(5)'

PRESENT
VALUE OF

UPLACEMENT

j Velx(5).
Cs)

PRESENT
VALUE or
SALVAGE
TALUS

_

- . -.- ,

1

.

. -...

- . ---

.. . .

TOTAL

I

.

J. Calculating TLCC With the Retrofit Project

Present

Pr.: sent

Present Value

?resent Value

Ptesent Value

Pigment Value

Value of Energy Coats : F(5) Total
Value of Adjusted Investment Costs:

(7) TLCC With the

G (5)

of Annually Recurring (Nonfuel) Ofdi Costs :

of

of Replacement Casts 1 1(7) Total
of Salvage : 1(8) Total
Retrofit Project : (l)+(2)+(3)+(4)+(5)-(6)

H(3)
Nonannually Recurring (Nonfuel) OAM Coats: 1(6)

1 Site footnote onPart D for explanation.
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UTROPIT ! WO? SHUTS (Continued)

K. Net Savings or Excess Cost of the Retrofit ?miser'

(1) TLCC without the Retrofit : E(7)

(2) TLCC with the Retrofit : J (7)

(3) Net Savings ( +) or net losses (1)(2)

L. St Calculation

(1) SLR Numerator

(a) Energy Cost Savings from the Retrofit : E (1)J (1)

(h) Change in Nonfuel.C&M Costs: [J(3) +(4]]- [E(3)+(4)]

(c) SIR Numerator : (a) (4)

(2) SIR Denominator

(a) Adjusted Differential Investment Cost : J(2) -E(2)

(b) Change in Replacement Coats : J (5) -E(5)

(c) Change in Salvage Value : J(6) E(6)

(d) SIR Denominator : (a)+(b)- (c)

( ) SIX for Ranking the Retrofit Project : (1) (01(2) (d)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

$

$

10-37
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Priority
Ranking

PROJECT SELECTION

Project
Project Net
Cost . SIR Savings

Totals N.A.



Building Description:

Location

DoE Region

Functional Use

Building type (

(

(

Project Description

NEW BUILDING DESIGN LCC WORKSHEETS

Identifying Information

) Residential
) Commercial
) Industrial

Expected Project Life

Length of Study Period (Not to Exceed 25 years)

143
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MEN BUILDING DESiGN LCC WORKSHEETS (Continued)

A. Calculating the Present Value of Energy Costs

TYPE

(1)

ANNUAL UNITS OF
ENERGY PURrg!SED

(2)

SASE-TEAR
ENERGY PRICE

PER UNIT

)(11X C73t33

SASE-TEAR

ENERGY COSTS

(4)

VFW*
FACTOR

(3(5))x (4)=

PRESENT VALUE
OP ENERGY COST

ELECTRICITT

A

$

-t

.

EASE
CHAR=

$

k

DEMAND
CHARGE

, $

TIME 07
MY CHARGE

$ $coma
CAPACTTI
CHARGE

$ $
OTHER
CHARGE
COMPONENT

OIL

- --

A

CAS

.

OTHER

TOTAL

.4111111111111.1111/111111114111 billi'll

B. Calculating Investment Coats for the New Building Design

OIMII

(1) EstinaLed Actual Investment Costs for the New %tiding Design

(2) Investment r et Adjustment Factor

(3) Adjusted ' ustment Costs for the Retrofit Project: (1)):(2)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

10-40
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BUILDING DESIGN LCC WORKSHEETS (Continued)

C. Calculating Annually Recurring (tionfusl)
Operation and Maintenance (06N) Coats

(1)
Amount of Annually Recurring

Costs in Base Year

(2)

UPW Factor

(1.)x (2)=
3)

Premint Value of Annually
Recurring Coats

$

D. Calculating Nonannually Recurring (Mantua].) Oilt Costs, Replacement Custa, and Salvage Value

(1)
TEAR IN
WHICH

EXPENDITUX!
IS EXPECTED
TO OCCUR

(2)
AMOUNT or mom

ANNUALLY
RECURRING 0141
COSTS (IN SASE

YEAR $)1

(3)
AMOUNT OP

REPLACEMENT
'COST (IN
BASETEAK $)1

(4)

AMOUNT Of
SALVAGE

VALUE (IN
SASE TSAR $)1

(5)
SPX

FACTORS

(Tba-5)"1:31x(5)*
(6)

PRESENT
VALUE OF '

NON-
ANNUALLY
RECURRING
06X COSTS

(7)

PRESENT
VALUE Of

REPLACEMENT

(4)x(5)'
(6)

PRESENT
VALUE OF
SALVAGE
VALLIC

. . .

.

TOTAL
--"IIIIIIIIPIPP.

._....-".. -441111111111 -.

E. Calculating the TLCC

(1)

(2)

Present Value Energy Gusts : A(S) Total

Present Value Adjusted Investment Costs: 3(3) +

I

(3) Present Value of Annually Recurring (Nonfusl) 0611 Costs: (:(3) + $

(4) Present Value of Nonannually Recurring (Nonfutl) 06M Costs: 0(6) + $

(3) Present Value of Replacement Coats: 0(7) + $

(6) Present Value of Salvage : D(8)

(7) TLCC of the New Building or System Design: (1)+(2)+(3)+(4)+(5)-(6)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1 for example, if nonannuatly recurring (nonfuel) OAK costs, replacement costs or salvepe value occur in 1990

and you are using 1982 as the base year, baseyear doll/Ifs means stating, the 1990 costs in 1982 dollars,

i.e., without future inflation.
6

10-41
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Section 11

Problem Set A

This section contains simple discounting problems and simple building and

energy conservation problems arranged in the following order:

(1) 6 Problems: Discounting and LCC Analysis Using Discount Factor

Tables

(2) Programmable Time Clock Problem

(3) New Building Design Problem

Solutions to these problems are provided at the end of the section.

1 4A.,



Problem Set A

6 Problems: Discounting and LCC Analysis Using Discount Factor. Tables

[These are hypothetical examples intended only to illustrate the techniques.]

1. What ia the esti ated present value today to the Federal Government of a
$10,000 cost to be incurred five years from now in conjunction with an
energy conservation project? What is the equivalent annual value?

2. What is the estimated present value today to the Federal Government of
a uniform annual cost of $1,000 (in constant dollars) that recurs over
the next 20 years? (The cost stems from a renewable energy project).
What is the equivalent annual value?

a.

3. What is the estimated present value today of electricity costs for
powering a motor in a Washington, D.C. Federal office building over the
next 15 years, given that today's price of electricity is 6E per kWh, and
the annual energy consumption is 8,000 kWh? What is the equivalent
annual value?

4. What is the estimated present value of a reduction of 10,000 gallons/
year in distillate fuel oil consumption for heating a Federal office
building in Boston, given that the current price per gallon is $1.30,
and the savings are expected to continue over the remaining life of
the building, estimated at 50 years? What is the equivalent annual
cost?

"5. What is the DoE-projected average U.S. price per cubic foot of natural
gas foz commercial-type use in mid-1983?

6. What is the total prevent value cost over its useful life of purchasing,
installing, operating, maintaining, and, finally, disposing of a heat
pump for a house on a military base in Washington, D.C. given the
following assumptions:

xr
Initial purchase and installation cost $1,500

o Annual maintenance cost, constant $ 350

o Compressor replacement in year 8, constant $ $400

o Salvage value (net of disposal costs) at end of life $250

o Useful life = 15 years

o Annual electricity costs, valued at the beginning of the study
period $800

147
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Problem Set A

Programmable Time Clock Problem

[Note: This is a hypothetical example intended only to illustrate the

technique.'

Problem Statement: An energy-conserving retrofit is being considered for the

Federal office and courthouse building in Houston, Texas (DoE Region 6). The

remaining life of the building is expected to be 20 years or more.

At present, the building has a mechanical time clock that turns building HVAC

equipment on and off. This clock runs all HVAC equipment during overtime

hours. A programmable time clock could reduce after-hours equipment usage by

turning on only needed HVAC equipment. It is estimated that the programmable

clock would reduce by 80 percent the current after-hours electricity

consumption of 323,220 kWh per annum.

The price of electricity to the agency is $0.0373 per kWh. The programmable

clock would last for 20 years and cost $9,000 to purchase and install. There

are no other sizable costs or salvage values associated with either clock.

Determine: Is the proposed time clock retrofit cost effective?
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Problem Set A

New ,Building Design Problem

(Note: This is a hypothetical example intended only to illustrate the
technique.]

Problem Statement: An energy-conserving building design is being consideredas an alternative to a conventional building design for a Federal office
butading in Midison, Wisconsin (DoE Region 5). The two designs are
approximately equivalent in total assignable and auxiliary spaces and infunctional performance with respect to the purpose of the building. Each hastwo underground levels for parking and seven office floors, plus a mechanicalhouse. Each has a floor area of approximately 176,000 ft2 (grosq.

0

The two designs differ primarily in the envelope, building configuration,orientation, and lighting systems. The energy-conserving design is slightlyelongated on the east-west axis for greater exposure of tbiiiiriUth side tosolar radiation. The window area of the energy-conserving design is 25percent of the wall area and most of that is located on the south side; in the
conventional building, it is 40 percent. More massive4xterior surfaces areused and insulation is increased, reducing the wall U value from 0.16 to 0.06,and the roof U value from 0.15 to 0.06. Horizontal window fins reduce thesummer cooling load of the energy-conserving design. The north wall of thefirst floor of the energy-conserving design is earth bemed. It is assumed
that both designs will last at least 25 years, and, for lack of a good basis
for projecting differences in their salvage values, they are both assumed tohave no salvage value remaining at the end of.the 25-year study period..

Following is a listing, of the. major relevant costs' for each design:

(a) Site acquisition costs: (To
ensure adequate exposure of
south-facing windows, an
additional acquistion cost of

Energy-Conserving .

Design
, Conventional

Design

$100,000

$9,780,000 $9,130,000

$100,000 is necessary for the
energy-conserving design.
Other site costs are assumed
to be identical for both
designs, and hence are not
shown.)

v
(b) Architectural and Engineering

Design Fees and Constructton
Costs:

(c) Annual Energy Consumption:

Natural Gas 2,290 x 106Btu 4,980 x 106Btu
Electricity 3,866 x 106Atu 7,277 x 10613tu
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New Building Design Problem, Continued

r.

(d) DoE Energy Pricei:

Energy-Conserving
Design

Conventional
Design

Natural Gas $ 3.84/105tu $ 3.84/101/Btu

Electricity

(e) Nonfuel O&M Costs:

15.67/10uBtu 15.67/10'Btu

Recurring Annual Cost: $70,000 $90,000

Repairs to External Surfaces
Every 10 Years: $60,000 $100,000

Which design has the lowest life-cycle cost?.



6 Problems: Solution

1. P $7,130
A $1,739

2. P - $10,590

A - $1,000

3. P $5,314

A $583

4. P $231,010
A - $19,821

5. Mid-1983 - $0.004/ft3 (1 + .0885)2 is $0.007/ft3

6. tCC . $10,954
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C

Schedule A --

Programmable Time Clock: Solution

Electricity: (1) 323220kWh; (2) $0.0373/kWh; (3) $12056.11;

(4) 12.92; (5) $155765; Total $155765.

0

0

0

(1) $155765; (2)-(6) 0; (7) $155765.

(1) 64644kWh (323220 x 0.2 a 64644); (2) $0.0373/kWh;

(3) $2411.22; (4) 12.92; (5) $31153; Total $31153.

(1) $9000; (2) 0.9 (1 - 0.1 0.9); (3) $8100; (4) 0;

(5) $8100.

0

0

(1) $31153; (2) $8100; (3)-(6) 0; (7) $39253.

(1) $155765; (2) $39253; (3) $116512.

(1) (a) $124612; (b) 0; (c) $124612; (2) (a) $8100; (b)-(0,

(d) $8100; (3) 15.38.

0;

Sch..!dule B

Schedule C

Schedule D

Schedule E

Schedule F --

Schedule G

Schedule N --

Schedule I --

Schedule J

Schedule K

Schedule L

f
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New Building Design Problem: Solution

Schedule A -- Electricity: (1) 3,866 x 106 Btu (7,277 x 106 Btu);

(2) $15.67/106 Btu; (3) $60,530.22 ($114,030.59); (4) 14.23;

(5) $862,057 ($1,622,655).

Gas: (1) 2,290 x 106 Btu; (4,980 x 106 Btu); (2) $3.84/106 Btu;

(3) $8,793.60 ($19,123.20); (4) 18.68; (5) $164,264 ($357,221).

Totals: $1,026,321 ($1,979,876)

Schedule B (1) $9,880,000 ($9,130,000); (2) 0.9; (3) $8,892,000

($8,217,000).

Schedule C (1) $70,000 ($90,000); (2) 11.65;. (3) $815,500 ($1,048,500).

Schedule D -- For 10 years: (2) $60,000 ($100,000); (5) 0.51; (6) $30,600

($51,000). For 20 years: (2) $60,000 ($100,000); (5) 0.26;

(6) $15,600 ($26,000).

Totals: (6) 46,200 ($77,000)

Schedule E (1) $1,026,321 ($1,979,876); (2) $8,892,000 ($8,217,000);

(3) $815,500 ($1,048,500); (4) $46,200 ($77,000); (5)(6), 0;

(7) $10,780,021 ($11,322,376).



Section 12

Problem Set B

This section contains more comprehensive building investment problems,

presented as follows:

(1) Water Conservation Problem

(2) Team Problem -- Planning an. Energy Conservation Package

(3) Computer Room Waste Heat Recovery Problem

Solutions to these problems are provided at the end of this section.



Problem Set B

Water Conservation Problem

(Note: This is a hypothetical example intended only to illustrate the
technique.]

Problem Statement: A Federal office and courthouse building is part of the
Okla:lama City Federal Complex in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. It is expected to
be continued in use indefinitely. An energy-conserving retrofit has been
proposed.

Data and Assumptions: Currently, water consumption of the 8 showers nd 105
faucets in the building totals 28,056 gallons per month. It is estim ted
that by installing flow restricting showerheads and faucet aerators o these
fixtures, water consumption would decrease by 30 percent. In addition, these
devices would reduce the quantity of steam required for heating water, since
less would be heated. It is estimated that steam consumption of the f xtures
would be lowered from 60,583 to 42,408 pounds per year, and the maximu hourly
consumption rate of 20.2 pounds per hour would be reduced to 14.2 pound per

hour.

The local water utility charges the agency $0.65 per 1000 gallons of
consumption. The purchased steam (produced from natural gas) has two separate
charge components: (1) $0.0049 per pound of consumption, and (2) a monthly
charge of $0.09 per pound per hour for the maximum hourly consumption rate.
The flow restricting showerheads would cost $7.00 each, and the faucet
aerators $1.14 each. It is assumed that there are no other significant costs
or salvage values associated with these devices. Both devices are expected to
last for 5 years.

There is a limited sum of $10,000 that has been budgeted for the retrofit of
the building. Other retrofit project opportunities are as follows:

(1) A group of small projects, R, S, T, and U, costing a total of $2,000
and saving a total of $10,000 in present value dollars.

(2) Project V, having a first cost of $1,600 and a total present value
saving of $12,000.

(3) Project W, having a first cost of $10,000 and a total present value
saving of $80,000.

(4) Project X, having a first cost 'of $2,000 and a total present value
saving of $25,000.

(5) Project Y, having a first cost of $3,000 and a total present value
saving of $36,000.

(6) Project Z, having a first cost of $1,000 and a total present value
saving of $9,000.

(Note: Assume 10% adjustment factor to investment costs does not apply to
projects R-2.)

Determine: Is the proposed water conservation retrofit cost effective? Do

you recommend that the water conservation project be included in
the projects funded by the $10,000 budget?

12-2
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Problem Set B

Team Problem--Planning an Energy Conservation Package

(Note: This is a hypothetical example intended only to illustrate the

technique.]

Problem Statement: Plan an energy conservation package for military base

housing that will maximize net savings, given the following conditions and

candidate retrofit projects. The housing is located in Washington, D.C. Its

remaining life is expected to be 15 years. The agency has a limited budget of

$2,000 to spend on each house.

Each house has been weatherstripped and caulked. It has R-11 insulation in

the attic, as well as all the insulation that can be accommodated in the

floors and walls without making major structural modifications. A jacket has

been added to the domestic water heater, and thermal draperies have been added

to the windows.

Each house is currently heated by an electric resistance system that is. in

good condition and could reasonably be expected to last over the remaining 15

year life of the house With only negligible maintenance and repair. The

efficiency of the system is assumed to be 100 percent. The annual space

heating load is 100 x 1068tu per house. The base now pays $16.89 per/ 1068tu

($0.06 per kWh) of electricity. The annual domestic hot water load is 22 x

10611tu per house. ,Hot water is currently supplied by an electric water heater

that is expected to last over the remaining 15 year life of the house with

only negligible maintenance and repair. The efficiency of the existing hot

water system is assumed to be 100 percent.

The following options are being considered for retrofit to each house:

(A) Addition of a solar domestic water heater. The system that has been

recommended as reliable and sufficiently durable to last the 15 years

without major maintenance or repair costs $1,600, and is expected to meet

80 percent of the annual hot water load. No net salvage value is

expected.

(B) Replacement of the existing electric resistance space heating system with

a higher efficiency (1.8 COP) heat pump. The replacement of the

existing system with the heat pump will cost $1,700. No net salvage

value is expected from disposal of the existing system. The heat pump is

expected to have about the same maintenance and repair costs and life

expectancy as the existing system.

(C) Addition of attic insulation to raise the current resistance (R) level

from R-11 to R-19. The insulation will cost $300 to purchase and install

and is expected to reduce the energy consumption for space heating by 5

percent.

(D) Replacement of incandescent lighting with fluorescent lighting. The

fluorescent lighting will cost $300 to purchase and install and is

expected to reduc y 60 percent the 2000 kWh annual consumption rate of

the existing lighting. Over the 15 year project life, the economic

effects of the longer lives of the fluorescent tubes and their

higher replacement costs are expected to be offsetting. There are

assumed to be no salvage values associated with either the incandescent

or fluorescent lighting.
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Problem Set B

Computer Room Waste Heat Recovery Problem
[Note: This is a hypothetical example intended only to illustrate the

evaluation technique.]

Problem Statement: Would you recommend the following retrofit project for a
Federal office building in Washington, D.C. (DoE Region 3)? The proposed
project is to install a heat exchanger (with necessary piping and valves) for
recovery of heat from waste condenser water from a computer room chiller for
the purpose of preheating domestic hot water for the building.

Data and Assumptions:

(1) Condenser water at 95 °F is currently delivered from the computer room
water chiller to the cooling tower for dissipation of the thermal energy to
the atmosphere.

(2) Purchased steam at $9.00 per thousand lbs (M1b) is currently used to heat
domestic hot water for the office building. The energy content of the steam
is 1.05 x 1068tu/M1b. The supplier of the steam uses coal to generate the
steam with a plant efficiency of 65%.

(3) Domestic hot water consumption averages 1 gallon per person per day (GPD).
The building is occupied 252 days per year and daily occupancy averages 3,000
people (P). The water intake temperature averages 60 °F and the supply
temperature is 120 °F.

(4) Passing the 60 °F domestic water supply through a heat exchanger thfough
which the 95 °F waste condenser water is routed will preheat it to 80 °F. .

(5) The installed cost of the heat exchanger (including all piping and
insulation and values) is estimated at between $6,000 and $7,000, depending on
potential problems that may be encountered in installation.

(6) Maintenance cost on the heat recovery system'is estimated at $200 per
year.

(7) A replacement cost of $500 for retubing the heat exchanger is expected at
the end of 15 years.

(8) With proper maintenance and periodic replacements, the system is expected
to last at least 25 years.

Note: Annual Energy Consumptipn (Mlbs. of steam) (GPD x P x Dy/Yr x
8.34 lb/G x AT] + 1.05 x 1008tu/M1b.

c.

Determine:

(A) Net present value savings.

(B) SIR for ranking this project relative to other projects.
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(C) The break-even purchase and installation price of the heat exchanger.

if
,,
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PROJECT SELECTION - LIMITED BUDGET

PROJECTS SIR

RANKING
NO BUDGET.

CONSTRAINT

FIRST
COST

($)

NET
SAVINGS

($)

Water-saving
devices 4.84 (7) 176 607

R,S,T,U 5.0 (6) 2,000 8,000

V 7.5 (5) 1,600 10,400

W 8.0 (4) 10,000 70,000

X 12.5 (1) 2,000 23,000

Y 12.0 (2) 3,000 33,000

Z 9.0 (3) 1,000 8,000

OPTIONS
WITHIN
BUDGET:

Project W All project except W

First cost a $10,000 or First cost a $9,776
NS a $70,000 NS a $83,007

ti



Team Problem--Planning an Energy Conservation Package: Solution

Install Solar Domestic Water Heater:

Schedule A -- (1) 22mmBtu; (2) $16.89/mmBtu; (3) $371.58; (4) 11.07;

(5) $4113; Total $4113

Schedule B -- 0

Schedule C 0

Schedule D 0

Schedule E (1) $4113; (2)-(6) 0; (7) $4113

Schedule F (1) 4.4mmBtu; (2) $16.89/mmBtu; (3) $74.32; (4) 11.07;

(5) $823; Total $823

Schedule G (1) $1600; (2) 0.9 (1.0 - 0.1 = 0.9); (3) $1440; (4) 0;

(5) $1440

Schedule H 0

Schedule I -- 0

Schedule J (1) $823; (2) $1440; (3)-(6) 0; (7) $2263

Schedule K (1) $4113; (2) $2263; (3) $1850

Schedule L (1) (a) $3290; (b) 0; (c) $3290; (2) (a) $1440; (b)-(c) 0;

(d) $1440; (3) 2.28

Install Heat Pump:

Schedule A -- (1) 100mmBtu; (2) $16.89/mmBtu; (3) $1689; (4) 11.07;

(5) $18697

Schedule B 0

Schedule C 0

Schedule D -- 0

Schedule E (1) $18697; (2)-(6) 0; (7) $18697
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PROJECT SELECTION

PROJECT
PROJECT
COST ($) SIR

Heat pump 1700 5.43

Insulation
without HP 300 3.46

Lighting 300 2.95.

Solar water
heater .1600 2.28

Insulation
with HP 300 1.93

NET
SAVINGS ($) SELECTION

6,779 X
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Section 13

Problem Set C

This section contains problems related to the treatment'of uncertainty in

project analysis, presented follows:

(1) Sensitivity Analysis Pribblem: Insulation

(2) Problem in Probability. Analysis: Heat Pump Versus Solar Energy System

Solutions to these problems are provided at the end of this section.

\l3 -1
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Problem Set C

Sensitivity Analysis Problem: Insulation
(Note: This is a hypothetical example intended only to illustrate the

technique.]

Problem Description: Assume that you, as a homeowner, wish to insulate your
attic, which is currently uninsulated, to reduce your electricity cost. The
house is heated by an electric resistance system and the current price of
electricity is $.057/kWh ($16.77/106Btu). You expect to remain in the house
another 25 years. Your best alternative use of the money you have available
to spend on insulating the house'is for a tax-free bond paying 102 compounded
annually. Current inflation is about 3% per year. The house is located in
Washington, D.C.

Using the Means Building Construction Cost Data Guide as a rough approximation
of costs,* you find the following cost data for this area for fiberglass
batts:

Material Cost Labor Overhead and Profit
($/ft2) ($/ft2) (Multiplier)

R-11 .14 .06 1.25
R-19 .24 .07 1.23
R-30 .40 .08 1.17
R-38 .55 .09 1.15

In the past you have occasionally seen a 50% sale on installed insulation.
However, you haven't seen any sales recently and do not know if the lower
price will be available.

Further, you have noted a recent upswing in the local building industry which
may have driven labor rates sharply higher--as much as double those reported
by Means.

The area to be. insulated is 1,200 ft2. You are basing your energy savings on
DoE-projeLced price increases in energy, based on a recent research report by
the National Bureau of Standards which estimated the annual savings from attic
insulation for a house similar to yours as follows:

Change in Annual Heating Requirments

(106Btu)

0-R-11 12.913
O-R-19 14.987
O-R-30 16.315
O-R-38 16.833

Determine: How sensitive is the optimal level of attic insulation to these
potential variations in costs.

*R.S. Means assumes large job sizes so these costs will tend to be lower than
what the homeowner would fact.



Problem Set C

Problem in Probability Analysis: Heat Pump Versus Solar Energy System

(Note: This is a hypothetical problem intended only to illustrate the

technique.]

A heat pump and a solar energy system are two alternatives being considered

for retrofit to a number of similar Federal facilities. If the solar energy

system is installed, the existing heatiug system will be used as an auxiliary

system. The heat pump requires no auxiliary system. A major area of concern

is whether or not the existing system will provide reliable auxiliary service

without major overhaul costs. Expert judgment is that there is about a 30

percent chance that the existing system in a given facility will be found to

require major overhaul in order to provide auxiliary service to the solar

energy system, and a 70 percent change that no major repairs or modifications

will be needed. If no major overhaul is needed, the combined life-cycle cost

of the solar/auxiliary system is estimated at $20,000; and if major overhaul

is needed, at $35,000. The life-cycle cost of the heat pump is estimated at

$25,000. Which system do you recommend on the basis of minimizing the

expected value of the life-cycle cost?

168
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Sensitivity Analysis Problem: Solution.

Insulation
Level

Annual Heating
Required
(106Btu)

Total
PV Savings

Total PV Costs Net Savings
Low Med. High Low

Cost
Med. High
Cost Cost

0-R11 11..913 3,105 150 300 390 2,955 2,805 2,715

0-R19 14.987 3,604 229 458 561 3,375 3,146 3,043

0 R30 16.315 3,923 337 674 786 3,586 cam IsPIP/
0-R38 16.833 4,048 442 883 1,007 3,165 3,041
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Probability Analysis Problem: Solution

EV (Heat Pump) $25,000

EV (Solar/Auxiliary) ($20,000) (.7) + ($35,00C) (.3) $24,500

There is very little difference in the expected value of the outcomes; but the

solar/auxiliary system is expected to have a slightly smaller lifecycle cost

and could be recommended on that basis.



0 Section 14

Problem Set D

This section contains problems whose solutions utilize other analysis

techniques such as break-even analysis and replacement methodology. The

problems are presented as follows:

(1) Team Problem--Break-Even Orders for a Computerized Procurement System

(2) Team Problem--Determining Optimal Retirement of Equipment

Solutions to these problems Are provided at the end of this section.



Problem Set D

Team Problem--BreakEven Orders for a Computerized Procurement System

(Note: This hypothetical Problem is intended only to illustrate the
technique.]

Problem Statement:

A Federal agency procurement office is considering the purchase of a new

computerized system that is expected to cut average labor time per order in

half. The number of orders has been identified as a key determinant of the

cost effectiveness of the system, and management wishes to make the decision

based on cost effectiveness.

Past trends in procurement orders have been analyzed, and a projection has

been made of future orders in terms of lower and upper boundary estimates.

Over the next three years, the average projected low estimate is 500 orders

per year and the average high is 800. Other data and assumptions are given

below:

Data and Assumptions:

System purchase and installation cost = $45,000

Annual maintenance cost . $2,000
(Fixed by contract in constant dollars)

Service charge per order = $1.00
(Fixed by contract in constant dollars)

System life = 10 years

Salvage = 0

Labor savings per order = $12.00
(Constant dollars)



To Do:

Based on the data and assumptions, perform-a breakeven analysis of the annual

procurement orders and, on this basis, advise management on the decision.

[Note: Assume the project is not regarded as an energy conservation project.]

4,

4
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Problem Set D

Team Problem--Determining Optimal Retirement of Equipment

(Note: This hypothetical example is intended only to illustrate the
technique.)

Problem Statement: The existing motor-generator sets which power passenger
and freight elevators in a Federal building co-plex consume 2 million kWh's of
electricity per year. At the time of the analysis (early 1983), electricit
costs $0.06/kWh, and the price is projected to increase over the next 5 years
at an annual compound rate 5 percent faster than general price inflation and
thereafter at a rate 1 percent faster than the general inflation rate.

With an extensive overhaul and modifications costing $50,000, t is estimated
that annual power consumption could be reduced by 15 percent and equipment
life extended to as long as 25 years. Without the .overhaul, the.equipment is
expected to last another 5 years, at which time overhaul will no longer be '

feasible.

New elevator power equipment is available at a purchage and installation cost
of $400,000. It will cost $20,000 to remove and dispose of the old equipment
and toprepare the machine rooms to receive the new equipment. There is no
resale or reuse market for this kind of equipment when it is removed from
service. The new equipment is expected to be 25 percent more energy efficient
than the existing equipment without the overhaul. The new equipment is

k
expected to last for the duration of the building life which is estimated to
be indefinite.

No appreciable difference is estimated in maintenance and repair costs of the
new and existing system, whether overhauled or not. The new equipment is
expected to continue to be "state-of-the-art" for the foreseeable future, and
its constant dollar costs are expected to remain the same over time.

Determine:

(1) Decision alternatives to be considered.

(2) The estimated least-cost alternative.

(3) The net savings estimated to be derived from making tae coat-effective
decision.



Team Problem -- Break-Ey n Orders for a Computerized
Procurement ystem: Solution

BREAK-EVEN: LABOR-MACHINE DECISION

SOLUTION - Find break-even no. of orders and compare with

projected no. of orders

PV costs = PV savings

545.000 + ($2,000 x UPW10) + ($1.00 x no.orders x UPWio) =

S12.00 x no. orders x UPWio

$45,000 + ($2,000 x 6.145) + ($1.00 x no. orders x 6.145) =

S12.00 x no. orders x 6.145

S45.000 + $12,290 + 6.145 no. orders = 73.74 no. orders

67.60 no. orders = 57,290

Break-even no. orders = 847.49 annually
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Team Problem -- Determining Optimal Retirement of Equipment: Solution

KEEP EXISTING EQUIPMENT "AS IS" FOR 5 YRS,
THEN REPLACE

ENERGY COSTS, NEW EQUIP. COST,
YRS. 1-5 END OF YR. 5

PV = [2,000,000kWh x $0.0111kWh x UPW5 7%. 5% + k$400,000 + 20,000) x SPW_ _ 5 7%1

ENERGY COSTS,
YRS. 6-25

+ -0.25) x 2,000,000 x $0.06 x SCAs 5% x UPW20 7%, 1% x SPW5 7%1

= [2,000,000 x $0.06 x 4.73] + 4420,000 x 0.711+ [0.75 x 2,000,000 x

$0.06 x 1.28 x 11.53 x 0.71

= $1,808,862



RETIRE EQUIPMENT IMMEDIATELY

NEW EQUIPMENT ENERGY COSTS, YRS. 1-25

PV = ($400,000 + 20,0001+ [(1-0.25) x 2,000,000 x $0.06 x [UPW; 7%, 5% +

(SCA5 5% x UPW20 7%, 1% x SPW5 yr, 7%)11

= $420,000 + [0.75 x 2,000,000 x $0.06 x [4.73 + (1.28 x 11.53 x 0.71)11

= $1,788,762

141777



OVERHAUL EXISTING EQUIPMENT

OVERHAUL ENERGY COSTS,
COST YRS. 1-25

PV = [$50,000] + [(1.0.15) x 2,000,000 x $0.06 x (UPW; 7%, 5% +

(SCA5 5% x UPW20 7%, 1% X SPW5 7%)11

= $50,000 + [0.85 x 2,000,000 x $0.06 x 14.73 + (1.28 x 11.53 x 0.71)11

= $1,601,263



COST-EFFECTIVE DECISION

Overhaul existing equipment

Net savings:

$207,599 Relative to keeping equipment "as is" for

5 yrs, then replacing

$187,499 Relative to retiring existing equipment

immediately

N
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TAB 15

PROBLEM SET 15

This tab contains a sample economic evaluation report.



Problem Set E

Team Critique of an Economic Evaluation Report

Critique this report as a team. Identify errors in problem formulation,

assumptions, analysis, and recommendations. Describe the nature of the errors

and how you would have avoided them. Select a representative of your team to

present to the class your version of an improved report.



Energy Conservation Feasibility Study

Federal Building I
Washington, D.C.

Submitted by
XYZ Associates

Contractors Park, USA

[Note: This is purely a hypothetical examp' ....tnded only as an

instructional aid for illustrating important elements of an economic

evaluation report.)



1. Objective and Scope

This report analyzes six alternatives for reducing utility costs in Federal

Building 1, an existing office building in Washington, D.C. The report

provides GSA decision makers with economic guidance as to which conservation

retrofit to select in light of the GSA objective of maximizing net savings

from energy conservation subject'to budgeting constraints.

2. Alternatives

The sin alternatives are time clocks for lighting control, additional roof

insulation, storm windows on the North side, flow restrictors for saving hot

water in restrooms, use of cool night air to precool the building during the

summer, and insulated window drapes. Other alternatives were considered, but

they were rejected because their savings were difficult to calculate.

3. Assumptions and Data

A study period of 25 years is used for energy retrofits, and a study period of

20 years is used for the flow restrictors.

A real discount rate of 10% is used for evaluating the roof insulation and

time clocks, and a real discount rate of 13% is used for the rest of the

retrofits.

/r

All future costs that are discounted to present values are stated in current

dollars to Account for inflation.



The report evaluates retrofits for thg 1984 budget year. Since agency funding

for 1984 is not yet determined, three budget levels covering the range that

might be expected are assumed as follows: $92,000; $145,000; and $400,000.

An economically efficient set of retrofit projects is selected for each of the

three budget levels.

Occupant satisfaction with the building in terms of thermal comfort, lighting

levels, and water supply are assu %ed to be unaffected by the proposed

retrofits.

4. Analysis

The conservation retrofits are arranged in descending order of their cost

effectiveness. Since the objective is to maximize net syings from

conservation retrofits, coluit 4 (net dollar savings) determines ranking

of the six projects.

All projects except using cool night air to precool buildings in the summer

are estimated to be cost effective in the sense that the SIR is greater than

1.0 and the payback is less than four years.

To maximize het savings under each of three budget scenarios, each project

should he selected in the order given by column 5 until net savings become

zero or negative, or until the budget is exhausted.

1S4
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Table 1. Summary of Conservation Retrofits

Retrofit

Total Life-Cycle
Cost Savings a

$

(1)

First
Cost

(2)

SIR
(3)..(1)4(2)

Net

Savings

$

(4)(1)-(2)

Economic

Priority

(5)

Storm Windows on 276,000 90,500 3.0 185,000 1

North Side

Time Clocks for 226,000 53,400 4.2 172,600 2

Lighting Control

Flow kestrictors
in Kestrooms

55,000 3,000 18.3 52,000 3

Roof Insulation 53,000 2,600 20.4 50,400 4

Insulated Window 2ch, 300 195,500 1.1 10,800 5

Drapes

Cool Night Air
to Precool Building

130,000 140,000 0.9 -10,000 6

in Summer

aThe data and calculations that underly the cost and savings figures in this table are
available from a research assistant at XYZ Associates.

4
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5. Recommendations

For a budget of $92,000, storm windows on the North side of the building

should be castalled. Storm windows yield the greatest net benefits. The

$1,500 remaining is insufficient to undertake any of the other projects.

For a bUdget of $145,000, both the storm windows and the time clocks should be

installed. The $1,100 remaining is insufficient to undertake any other

project.

For a budget of $400,000, all of the projects except using cool night air to

precool the building in summer should be selected. Having a budget larger

than the cost of all available alternatives is equivalent to having no budget

constrailt. Therefore any project with a relatively large SIR should be

undertaken. Using cool night air is rejected becaul$:: its SIR is lower than

any of the other retrofits. For this reason it would not be acceptable

regardless of the budget size.

0
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